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MASTER'S REPORT 410-129 

PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

Water Court case 4 10-  129 includes eight claiins owned by the Eldorado Co-op 

Canal Company (Eldorado). The eight claiins represent four different historical water 

rights decreed in Perry v. Beattie, Case No. 37 1, Teton County (1 908) (Perry v. Beattie). 

During the initial filing with the Montana Department of Natural Resources and 

Conservation (DNRC), -the four irrigation claims were coinbined as claim 410-Z- 

1 1347 1-00. The four stock claiins were combined as claim 4 10-2- 1 13466-00. During 

DNRC claim examination, the claims were separated into individual stock and irrigation 

claims reflecting Eldorado's interest in the four different decreed water rights. Four 

separate irrigation claims and four corresponding stock claiins, with individual claiin 

numbers, appeared in the Temporary Preliminary Decree for this Basin. 

The various claiins received objections from Eldorado, C Hanging L Ranch, 

Fariners Co-op Canal Coinpany (Farmers), and the Lower Teton Joint Objectors and 

Monte Giese (LTJO). Notices of Intent to Appear were filed by C Hanging L Ranch, 

Fariners, and Teton Co-op Reservoir Coinpany (TCRC). Patrick Saylor inoved for and 

was granted intervention on all eight claims. 

The C Hanging L Ranch objections and appearances were unconditionally 

withdrawn during the settlement period. On December 2, 2009, these objections and 

appearances were dismissed, and C Hanging L Ranch was removed from the case. 

On November 16,2009, Farmers withdrew its objections and appearances 

contingent upon the Water Court accepting the terms of an agreeinent between Fariners, 

Eldorado, and the Miller Colony (See Case 410-130). A copy of the agreeinent was 

attached to this filing. The terins of the agreeinent are addressed below. Farmers 

remained in the case but took no further part in proceedings. 

Cross motions for summary judgment filed by Eldorado and LTJO were denied by 

the Master on August 9,20 11. Objections to this ruling were reviewed by the Chief 

Water Judge. On December 28,201 1, the Chief Water Judge dismissed the objections to 

the Master's Suininary Judgment ruling and recommitted the case to the Master for 

further proceedings. 



One of the issues addressed in this case was Eldorado's claimed use of the 

Bateinan Ditch. Issues regarding use of the ditch are currently before the Ninth Judicial 

District Court in Cause No. DV-11-009. On Deceinber 13, 2012, the District Court, 

pursuant to Section 85-2-406, MCA, entered its Order certifying the issue of historical 

use of the Bateman Ditch to the Water Court. This certification is addressed in Water 

Court case WC-2012-07. A February 4,20 13, Master's Report issued in this case 

addressed use of the Baternan Ditch by Eldorado. On June 5,2013, the Water Court 

issued its Order Amending Master's Report and Adopting as Amended. Therefore, use 

of the Bateinan Ditch has been addressed and is not discussed in this report. 

Hearing in case 4 1 0 -  129 was held June 1 8-2 1,20 12, in Choteau, Montana, before 

this Water Master. Following hearing, Eldorado, Saylor, LTJO, and TCRC filed 

proposed findings of fact, conclusions of law, and briefs on legal issues. All parties were 

also given the opportunity to file response briefs. The case was fully submitted on 

October 15, 20 12. However, a Master's Report was delayed pending hearings in related 

cases 4 10-84 (TCRC), 4 10-  1 18 (Farmers), and 4 10-  132 (Teton Co-op Canal Company). 

The final hearing, in case 41 0-84, took place in Deceinber 20 12. 

This Master's Report is long and complicated. The findings of fact and 

conclusions of law are on occasion integrated in an attempt to make the report inore 

understandable. Any item which might properly be called a finding of fact should be 

considered as a finding of fact. Any item which might properly be called a conclusion of 

law should be treated as a conclusion of law. 

The exhibits entered into evidence are numerous and in some cases difficult to 

read. Several parties submitted a copy of the same document as an exhibit. In reviewing 

the exhibits, this Master concluded LTJO's organization of exhibits and the use of Bates 

stamp numbering made thein the easiest to reference. As a result, this report cites 

primarily to the LTJO exhibits. The reference to a page number in an exhibit will be the 

Bates stamp number unless there are no bate stamps on that exhibit. In that case the page 

number of the exhibit itself is used as necessary. 

All exhibits were exchanged prior to hearing. Following this exchange, the parties 

filed objections to exhibits. By agreement, all exhibits that did not receive objections are 



a part of the record, even if they were not used at hearing. Objections to specific exhibits 

were addressed at hearing as those exhibits were offered into evidence. If the objection 

to an exhibit was not renewed at hearing and the exhibit was used at hearing, the exhibit 

is deemed admitted. 

EVIDENTIARY ISSUES 

LTJO and TCRC renewed objections to certain exhibits and witness testiinony in 

its post-hearing filings: 

a. Eldorado-14 (1914 General Land Office letter) LTJO filed prehearing 

objections to this exhibit. In its proposed findings, LTJO asserted its prehearing 

objections to this exhibit were never addressed and therefore the exhibit should not be 

part of the record. At hearing, the exhibit was referenced in testimony from LTJO expert 

Monte Giese and Eldorado expert John Westenberg. LTJO did object to Mr. 

Westenberg's testiinony at the time he was addressing this exhibit. However, the 

objection was that Eldorado failed to identify the exhibit as a document Mr. Westenberg 

would rely on in his testiinony. LTJO did not object to the exhibit itself. In fact, counsel 

for LTJO made the point at that time that the exhibit was in evidence, it speaks for itself, 

and does not require expert interpretation. (3:20, Day 3) 

Although both Eldorado and LTJO used the document at hearing, it was never 

formally offered into evidence. This appears to be an oversight on the part of Eldorado. 

At the same time, stipulated procedure in this case was for the party who filed a 

prehearing objection to an exhibit to renew that objection when the exhibit was brought 

up in testiinony. It is apparent counsel for Eldorado assumed the document was in 

evidence because there was no objection at hearing to the exhibit itself. It is apparent 

counsel for LTJO made the same assumption. Under the circumstances, Exhibit 

Eldorado-14 was made a part of the record at hearing and will be reviewed for this report. 

b. John Westenberg Testimony LTJO and TCRC argued at hearing and in post- 

hearing filings that the nature and basis for Mr. Westenberg's testimony had not been 

properly disclosed through discovery and he testified on a number of matters that were 

beyond his expertise. They argue that significant portions of that testiinony should be 

stricken from the record. In particular, the objectors assert any Westenberg testiinony 



offering opinions on Desert Land Act docuinents or on the issue of the duty of water 

should be stricken. 

Both Eldorado and LTJO provided portions of discovery requests and answers to 

address the disclosure is&e. Upon review of these docuinents, it is apparent that the 

nature of Westenberg's testiinony was adequately disclosed. If there was a problem it 

was that Mr. Westenberg continued his review up until the day of hearing and continued 

to formulate his opinions. As a result, the subject matter he would discuss was disclosed 

but his final opinions were not disclosed. 

Mr. Westenberg's testimony on Desert Land Act docuinents was liinited and is of 

little value in this report. As counsel for LTSO stated, the documents speak for 

themselves. The same is true for Westenberg's testiinony on the duty of water. His 

testiinony was brief and is of liinited value. The testiinony was properly adinitted into 

evidence and will be given the weight and credibility it deserves. 

c. Eldorado-53gg (Map of Eldorado Place of Use) At hearing, Mr. Westenberg 

used a copy of Exhibit Eldorado-539 to redraw the area which in his opinion should be 

included in the Eldorado place of use. This new exhibit was marked as Eldorado-53gg 

and was accepted into evidence. The objectors argue this exhibit constitutes a new 

opinion by Mr. Westenberg that was not disclosed prior to hearing and should therefore 

be excluded froin the record. 

Witnesses often inark exhibits to clarify the location of headgates, ditches, and 

other aspects of water right claims. Eldorado-53gg is a step beyond marking an exhibit. 

The marking by Mr. Westenberg was extensive enough to warrant making a new exhibit 

to preserve the integrity of the original. Nonetheless, the Master finds the testimony and 

opinion reflected in Eldorado-53gg caused no undue prejudice to the objectors and was 

properly adinitted into evidence at hearing. 

As noted above, the number of exhibits submitted into evidence is extensive. 

While all exhibits were reviewed, not all exhibits are addressed in this report. The 

absence of any discussion of an exhibit indicates that it was not sufficiently relevant to 

use in this report. 



FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. Historical Background 

1. The Teton River rises northwest of Choteau, Montana, on the Rocky 

Mountain Front. After leaving the mountains, the river travels generally east for several 

iniles across a relatively.flat valley. To the south, the land is undulating, inaking 

irrigation difficult. The 1962 Teton County Water Resource Survey shows a few ditches 

and liinited private irrigation south of this stretch of the river. To the north, the land is 

relatively flat. There are more ditches and private irrigation along the north side of the 

river, although the ainount of irrigation in close proximity to the river is still limited. 

About twenty miles froin the mountains, the river reaches the Junction of U.S. Highway 

89 and the Teton Canyon Road. At this point, the river turns southeast for several iniles 

passing just south of Choteau. It then turns northeast and travels in this direction until it 

passes under Interstate 15 near Collins, Montana. The river then turns generally east and 

travels nearly one hundred miles to its confluence with the Marias River at Loma, 

Montana. 

2. The headwaters of the Teton River and its tributaries are relatively small 

compared to its neighbors. Both the Sun River to the south and the Marias River to the 

north are larger rivers. Unlike its neighbors, the Teton River does not have an onstreain 

reservoir capable of stabilizing late season flows. The river is subject to early season 

high flows caused by spring runoff and late season low flows as the snowpack is 

depleted. It is comlnon for sections of the river to go co~npletely dry by late suimner. At 

the same time, the effect of large scale irrigation on river flows is undeniable, and is a 

factor in late season low river flows. 

3. North of the river and generally east of Highway 89 lies the Burton Bench. 

The bench is very flat, sloping to the east and north. (Saylor-3) Early settlers identified 

the Burton Bench as priine farming land that would greatly benefit from irrigation. 

However, due to its distance from the Teton River, it was clear development would be 

expensive. As a result, several different private groups embarked on projects to develop 

ditch systems capable of servicing the Burton Bench and the surrounding area north of 

the Teton River. The earliest of these projects was the Eldorado Ditch Company, 



predecessor to the Eldorado Co-op Canal Company. Eldorado was followed in 

succession by the Teton Co-op Canal Company (TCCC) and Farmers Co-op Canal 

Company. The final and most ambitious project was the Teton Co-op Reservoir 

Company. All four companies developed ditch systems capable of taking water from the 

Teton River and delivering it to the Burton Bench and surrounding area. Eldorado and 

Farmers both took advantage of a natural feature north of the river known as Ralston 

Gap. The Eldorado Canal and Farmers Canal both pass through the Ralston Gap and are 

able to service large portions of the Burton Bench. The TCCC canal has a point of 

diversion further down the river and is able to service only the southern-most portion of 

the Burton Bench. The Teton Co-op Reservoir Company canal is higher on the river. 

This canal takes water into the Bynum Reservoir and then north into the Muddy Creek 

drainage. Using Muddy Creek as a natural carrier, the TCRC ditch system services land 

north of the Burton Bench. In fact, the TCRC ditch systein transports some water to the 

northeast completely out of the Teton River Basin. While there is some overlap in the 

land served by these companies, they all tend to have separate and distinct places of use. 

(Saylor-3) 

4. Eldorado has historically been considered the most senior of the four 

companies, followed by TCCC, Farmers, and TCRC in that order. However, the actual 

priority dates for each company's water rights are at issue in this adjudication. The 

Eldorado systein has no storage capability. It is a direct flow system that is coinpletely 

reliant on available flows from the Teton River. Both Fanners and TCCC have limited 

storage capability and are able to use a combination of direct flow water and stored water. 

TCRC has a storage right for the Bynum Reservoir which is significantly larger than the 

other companies. TCRC relies almost completely on stored water during the irrigation 

season. In addition, Eldorado, Farmers, and TCCC all have agreements with private 

irrigators that allow these parties to receive their water rights through the various 

company canals. For example, the Miller Colony uses the Eldorado Canal for its Teton 

River water right. See Water Court Case 4 10- 130. 

5 .  Eldorado claims a total of four irrigation and four stock claims from the 

Teton River. All claims are based on water rights that were decreed in Perry v. Beattie. 
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One claim was originally decreed to ~ldorado. '  The other three water rights were 

subsequently acquired by Eldorado. The claims are all diverted through the Eldorado 

Canal with a point of diversion located in the NWNWNW of Section 33, T25N, R6W, 

Teton County. All four irrigation claims appeared in the Temporary Preliminary Decree 

for this Basin with a claimed place of use totaling 3 1,905.00 acres and an annual limit on 

irrigated acres of 15,420.00 acres. Based on post hearing filings, Eldorado is currently 

claiming a 26,606.00 acre place of use.2 The place of use for the stock claims is the same 

as the irrigation claims. 

4 1 0  1 13475-OOIIrrigation May 17, 1883 75.00 cfs 

I Claim NumbersIPurpose 

1 4 1 0  1 13470-001Stock I Eldorado I 1 

Priority Date Flow Rate 1 

4 1 0  1 13472-OOIIrrigation 
4 1 0  1 13467-001Stock 

11. Claims 4 1 0  113470-00 and 4 1 0  113475-00 

A. Eldorado Development 1883 to 1908 

6. Most of the objections to Eldorado claiins raise issues surrounding the early 

develop~nent of the company. This is generally specific to claims 4 1 0  113470-00 and 

410  1 13475-00 which represent Eldorado's original May 17, 1883 Teton River water 

right. There are four points raised by these objections. 

a. Is Eldorado entitled to a May 17, 1883 priority date? 

b. Does the original Eldorado water right cover stock use? 

c. Do Eldorado claims require quantified volumes to facilitate future 

administration? 

December 3 1, 1 876 
Truchot I 7.50 cfs I 

4 1 0  1 13473-OOIIrrigation 
41 0 1 13468-001Stock 
41 0 1 13474-OOIIrrigation 
410 1 13469-001Stock 

Eldorado asserted this right in District Court on two occasions. In the first case, Montana Land and Water 
Company v. Farmers Co-operative Canal Co. et al. Teton County, June 10, 1901, the District Court did not decree 
specific priority dates but did find Eldorado has a senior right to 3,000 miner's inches of the Teton River as against 
all parties in that decree. (Eldorado-9) In the second case, Peny v. Beattie, Case No. 371, Teton County (1908), the 
District Court awarded Eldorado 3,000 miner's inches with the same May 17, 1883 priority date claimed in the 
original Notice of Water Right. (Eldorado-10) The Peny v. Beattie decree replaced Montana Land and Water 
Conipany. As a result Montana Land and Water Conpany is not referenced in this report. 

Master's Report Regarding the Bateman Ditch, Case 410-129, February 4, 2013. 
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d. How many irrigated acres can Eldorado claiin under its earliest priority 

date? 

Priority date, stock use, and volume are addressed in this part of this report. Place of use 

and acres irrigated are addressed for all claims in Section VI. 

7. According to his profile in Progressive Men of Montana, Ira Myers 

organized Myers, Buck and Company in 1879; purchased 2,300 head of cattle in Oregon; 

and drove them to the "Teton country." (LTJO-194) It seems likely that Daniel Buck 

was his partner in this endeavor. Four years later on May 19, 1883, Myers and Buck, 

along with Mathew Carroll, Alfred B. Hamilton, Samuel C. Burd, George Steell, and I. 

N. Hazlett, filed a document entitled "Notice of Water Right" with the County Clerk for 

Chouteau County, Montana. In 1883, the "Teton country" referred to in -the profile was 

part of Chouteau County. Today it is part of Teton County. In 1883, the Montana 

Territory did not have statutory provisions for filing a water right notice of appropriation. 

Absent water right filing laws, the appropriators coinplied with existing mining law for 

mineral claim filing: 

Notice is hereby given that we the undersigned having complied 
with the requirements of Chapter Six of Title Thirty two of the revised 
Statutes of the United States and the local laws rules regulations and 
custoins of Miners have this day Located and appropriated a certain Water 
Right of 4,000 miners inches and being more particularly described as 
follows to wit: Being situated and taken out of the Teton River near or at 
the head of a slough which runs through what is known as the gap in a 
Northeastly course at which point a copy of this notice was posted the 1 7 ~  
day of May 1883. Said Water Right being surveyed and staked and is 
claimed for irrigation and Domestic purposes between Teton River and 
Mudey creek." (Eldorado- I ,  p 754) 

This filing provided the source for the appropriation, the purpose, the name of the 

appropriators, the date of appropriation, and a description of the claim location using 

some natural or permanent monument. The affidavit portion of the filing was executed 

by Alfred B. Hamilton on behalf of all locators. The filing appears to coinply with the 

requirements of Chapter Six of Title Thirty two of the revised Statutes of the United 

States. Hammer v. Garfield Mining and Milling Conzpany, 130 U.S. 29 1, 9 S. Ct. 548 



8. On August 29, 1883, three inonths after filing the Notice of Water Right, all 

seven of the individuals listed as appropriators filed Articles of Incorporation for the 

Eldorado Ditch Company. The listed objectives of the coinpany were: 

"To build, purchase and maintain a ditch, or ditches from the Teton River, 
in the said County of Choteau, Mt, for irrigating, manufacturing and mining 
purposes, to acquire by appropriation or purchase all necessary water rights, 
and to sell water therefrom for any and all of said purposes, and to let, lease 
or use the same as to said Coinpany may be most beneficial." (Eldorado-2) 

Capital stock of the coinpany was set at $60,000 with 1,200 shares worth $50.00 each. 

The coinpany coininenced existence on September 1, 1883, and continued in existence 

for a period of twenty years. (Eldorado-2) Three inonths after this filing, on November 

18, 1883, the original appropriators and several of their spouses (Susan Buck, Annie M. 

Steell, Susanna Burd, and Rosa Hazlett) conveyed the water right identified in the Notice 

of Water Right to the Eldorado Ditch Company. (Eldorado-1 p 753) 

9. For the next twenty years, Eldorado shares were used extensively to acquire 

land under the 1877 Desert Land Act. The act allowed an entryinan to acquire designated 

federal land by coinplying with certain requirements. The most significant requirement 

was to conduct water onto the land within three years of making first entry. The water 

used for this purpose must be based on a bona fide prior appropriation and was limited to 

the amount necessary for irrigation and reclamation. Acquiring water for this purpose 

through an existing ditch coinpany was a logical way to acquire a Desert Land Act patent. 

In fact, acquiring land through the Desert Land Act was the major factor in the formation 

of the Eldorado Ditch Company. Between 1884 and 1902, nearly all of the land within 

the Eldorado place of use was transferred from the U.S government to private 

individuals. The great majority of this land was acquired through the Desert Land Act. 

(LTJO-29 1) 

10. Of the seven original principals in Eldorado, it appears only Daniel Buck 

and Ira Myers acquired Eldorado stock and land through the Desert Land Act. George 

Steell never purchased stock or acquired desert land within the Eldorado place of use. 

Matthew Carrol, I. N. Hazlett, Alfied Hamilton, and Sam Burd acquired stock but never 

acquired desert land within the Eldorado place of use. Carrol, Hazlett, and Hamilton had 



sold all of their stock by 1890. Other original stock purchasers included Daniel Weston, 

Myron Burd, Ernest Crucher, John Ellis, and Sainuel Mitchell. Of these stockholders, 

Weston, Ellis, and Mitchell acquired desert land within the Eldorado place of use. By 

1902, three of the original eleven stockholders, Buck, Myers, and Ellis, s-till owned stock 

and land. (LTJO-29 1 pp 2605-2621) 

1 1. The 1883 Notice of Water Right indicates preliminary work on the 

Eldorado Ditch had started at that time: "Said Water Right being surveyed and staked and 

is claimed for irrigation and Domestic purposes between Teton River and Mudey creek." , 

(Eldorado-1 p 754) Work on the ditch progressed for a time before some of the original 

investors became "financially embarrassed" and were unable to hlfill their obligations. 

Work on the ditch was temporarily suspended. Unfortunately, several people had already 

filed Desert Land entries and were now unable to irrigate their land and receive a patent. 

These applications were cancelled by the Government Land Office (GLO). When 

Eldorado obtained new financing, work on the ditch system continued. By 1889-90, 

significantly inore of the main ditch and two branch ditches had been completed. Several 

of the original entryinen petitioned the GLO to set aside the cancellations and allow thein 

to file final proof documents. The GLO allowed thein to renew their applications; file 

final proof documents; and receive patents. A good example of this is Daniel Buck. His 

original declaration, for all of Section 7, T25N, R4W, was filed on March 17, 1884. 

(LTJO-70 p 630) Buck's petition to set aside the cancellation of his application stated in 

part: 

He (Buck) further says that after making said entry and before the 
cancellation thereof, said company proceeded to construct said land canal and 
prosecuted the work with diligence, and prior to the expiration of three years from 
the date of his said entry, had expended the sum of not less than Four Thousand 
Dollars ($4000.) and since said date, has expended the further sum of not less than 
Three Thousand, Two-hundred Dollars ($3200.) of which this applicant 
contributed his proper and proportionate share. He says, however that the said 
amount expended, before the expiration of the time for making his final entry, 
was wholly insufficient to complete said canal. And when the sum had been 
expended, three of the members of said company and the large [st] owners of the 
stock thereof, and upon whom the company was very largely dependent for the 
raising of funds for the completion of the canal, became financially embarrassed 

3 Daniel Buck sold 32 of his original 112 shares to Leisure in 1886. He sold the remaining 80 shares to his wife 
Susan Buck by 1 891. Mr. and Mrs. Buck acquired adjoining sections within the Eldorado place of use through the 
Desert Land Act. In 1902, all 80 shares were held in Susan Buck's name. (LTJO-291) 
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and failed in business, so that it was impossible for the company or any of the 
members thereof to continue work upon the canal, and froin absolute necessity, 
the further continuation of the ditch had to be temporarily suspended, and before 
the company could secure the funds to proceed with the work, the time for 
making final entry had expired and said entry was canceled as above stated. He 
further says, that notwithstanding the difficulties encountered and the unavoidable 
delay in the completion of said canal, the same was not abandoned, but work was 
restored as soon as it could be done; and now that the work is so far completed 
that water can be brought into the immediate vicinity of the land embraced in said 
entry, and by the construction of some lateral and distributing ditclles, l ~ e  will be 
able to irrigate and reclaim said land, which he is ready and willing to do. 
(LTJO-70 p 636-637) 

Similar statements are included in several other Desert Land filings such as Ira Myers 

(LTJO-81), Daniel Weston (LTJO-SO), John Ellis (LTJO-72), Edgar Maclay (LTJO-73), 

Lansing Wells (LTJO-78), J.B. Wells (LTJO-77), and Cornelia Weston (LTJO-79). All 

of .these individuals received Desert Land patents. At the same time, Desert Land 

documents indicate none of these parties lived in the Choteau, Montana area. Daniel 

Buck, Daniel Weston, Cornelia Weston, Lancing Wells, and J.B. Wells all lived in 

Helena, Montana. Ira Myers and Edgar Maclay lived in Great Falls, Montana. John Ellis 

lived in Sun River, Montana. It is doubtful any of these individuals irrigated their own 

land. Rather, they leased the land and Eldorado shares to others, such as Francis Truchot. 

12. According to Ira Meyers' testimony in Perry v. Beattie, "Frank" Truchot 

was the principal irrigator in the Eldorado system for many years: 

"I leased these sections of mine from almost the time we completed 
the ditch, from time to time, and had the water run over thein to produce 
more grass, and also quite a number of other sections (681). The Lansing 
Wells land was sold almost froin the start; it belongs to the Episcopal 
Church and they have had a revenue from it for years (684); for a great 
many years, Truchot used most of the Eldorado Ditch on land he had leased 
and lands he owned hiinself (685). Mr. Truchot was using quite a lot of 
water prior to '89; he owned land and got water from the Eldorado before 
he became a stockholder. I first began to spread water on my land in '85 
for purpose of making grass (694)" (LTJO-6 p 34 & LTJO-154) 

Myers apparently acted as a leasing agent for several land owners and "gave thein the 

benefit of whatever was got off from the lands." Some of Myer's recollections are not 

supported by other evidence. For instance, he did not acquire his desert land until after 



1889. The Eldorado Canal did not reach the Myers property until 1889. (LTJO-8 1) 

Therefore, he could not have started irrigating this particular land with Eldorado water in 

1885. At the same time, construction on the Eldorado Ditch began in 1883 or 1884. It is 

likely some irrigation occurred along the first part of the ditch before 1889. In any case, 

the evidence before the Court shows Frank Truchot was the principal irrigator within the 

Eldorado system for several years. 

13. According to excerpts froin a Histow of Montana, placed into evidence by 

LTJO, Frank Truchot first arrived in Montana in 1859. After ranching in the Deer Lodge 

area, Truchot inoved to the Dearborn River soinetiine after 1 874. In 188 1, he inoved to 

the Teton River where he was a rancher. (LTJO-195) In 1889, Frank Truchot acquired 

twenty four shares of Eldorado stock. By 1895, Truchot was the largest single 

shareholder with 13 1 shares. (LTJO-29 1 pp 2605-262 1) When the Eldorado Ditch 

Company reincorporated as the Eldorado Co-op Canal Company in 1903, Truchot was 

one of the incorporators. The Articles of Incorporation listed Frank Truchot as owning 

35 1 shares. (Eldorado-3) Research by LTJO expert witness Monte Giese indicates 

Truchot owned over 3,900.00 acres within the Eldorado place of use in 1902. (LTJO-29 1 

p 2621) 

14. The apparent disconnect between land ownership and stock ownership was 

the emphasis of the expert testimony of objector Monte Giese. Mr. Giese, is a managing 

director of corporate finance for D.A. Davidson Company in stock transactions and 

corporate structure. He was qualified as an expert in this area. His research and 

testimony is reflected in LTJO-29 1. Giese reviewed all available documents regarding 

Eldorado stock transactions and Desert Land Act acquisitions that related to those stock 

transactions between 1884 and 1902. Giese testified he found several years where most 

Eldorado stockholders owned little or no land within the Eldorado system. He also found 

that the combined amount of water claimed by various parties on desert land entry 

documents greatly exceeded the 4,000 miner's inch flow rate in Eldorado's 1883 Notice 

of Water Right. Giese estimated the total flow rate of water through the Eldorado Ditch 

that was claiined in desert land documents exceeded 10,000 miner's inches. Giese used 

stock transactions between Ira Meyers and J. R. Hooker, E. F. Hooker, and Catherine 



Myers as examples of apparent fraud aiined at acquiring property through the Desert 

Land Act without actual irrigation. The point of Mr. Giese's testimony was to show that 

very few acres were actually irrigated with Eldorado water until after 1902. In the 

"Opinions." section of his report, Giese states: 

a. Eldorado water was not put to beneficial use until April 23, 1890. 

b. Eldorado's main water right, claiin 410  113475-00, should be limited to 

irrigation on 2,952.00 acres 

c. All additional irrigated acres should be placed in implied claims with 

progressively junior priority dates. (LTJO-29 1 p 2592) 

15. Mr. Giese was qualified as an expert in stock transactions. His testimony in 

that area was helpful in creating a picture of early developinent of the Eldorado system. 

In that development, stock transactions were part of the process of acquiring land under 

the Desert Land Act. However, it is apparent that stock transactions were not the 

measure of the actual amount of irrigation taking place. The evidence does not support 

the opinion that the Eldorado Ditch Company was simply set up to defraud the 

government with minimal irrigation actually taking place. The value of acquiring land 

within the Eldorado project was the ability to gain revenue over time froin irrigated land. 

Acquiring the land and not irrigating would do nothing to increase the value of the land 

or the revenue generated froin the land. Land owners were looking for a return on their 

investment. For example, the Episcopate Fund acquired land in 1897 and Eldorado 

shares in 1898 (LTJO-29 1 pp 26 16-17); leased its land and shares; and "had a revenue 

froin it for years." (LTJO-6 p 34) 

16. The better conclusion is that the Eldorado systein was expanding rapidly. 

Land was acquired and irrigated. That irrigation did not strictly follow stock or land 

ownership. Irrigators such as Frank Truchot were involved in irrigating a combination of 

their own land and land they were leasing fioin others. It appears water use was not 

limited by the number of shares that may or may not have been associated with a 

particular property. In its post-hearing brief in Perry v. Beattie, Eldorado acknowledged 

that irrigation had not been limited by land ownership; 

[tlhe water was used upon all these lands from 1885 on, and increased the 
growth of grass upon them for grazing purposes and hay, and that they were 
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leased for grazing purposes and hay cut thereon, establishes a valid 
appropriation of the water, irrespective of the time when title was acqu.ired 
to the lands. 

(citation omitted) (LTJO-6 p 42) 

While this is clearly advocacy by Eldorado and should be viewed as such, it nonetheless 

seems to fit with the majority of the evidence regarding the development of irrigation on 

the Burton Bench. 

17. Eldorado first incorporated in 1883 (Eldorado-2) and reincorporated in 

1903 (Eldorado-3). In each case, the Articles of Incorporation and bylaws do not state 
4 how much water is represented by each share. References to stock ownership in Desert 

Land filings are too varied and vague to discern any actual Eldorado policy that set a flow 

rate limit on a share of stock. In addition, it appears Eldorado did not concede its total 

flow rate was limited to 3,000 miner's inches until .the district court decrees set that flow 

rate. In 19 1 1, the Eldorado board of directors, referencing the Perry v. Beattie Decree, 

passed a resolution setting the flow rate value of each share at 2.5 miner's inches per 

share (LTJO-184 pp 4-5). At the same tiine, Eldorado continued to allow those 

stockholders and lessees who were using water to use all available water. This policy 

was made part of the bylaws in 1925: 

29. Each share of stock in the Company represents a proportionate 
share of the water rights, and flow of water in the Company ditch, together 
with the right to use the same; any water when not in use, shall be 
apportioned to those using the water. 

(Eldorado-5a emphasis added) 

This language acknowledges the practice of diverting the hi1 amount of flow rate 

available to Eldorado throughout the irrigation season. That water could be used by those 

who were irrigating at the tiine, even if that resulted in those shareholders exceeding their 

2.5 miner's inch per share entitlement. This seeins to confirm the practice that would 

have allowed Frank Truchot to take substantially all available water during the early 

development of the Eldorado system. As a shareholder in his own right and a lessee, 

Truchot could have used all his shares, all shares held by owners where he was leasing 

4 Bylaws associated with the 1883 incorporation were not placed into evidence. It is assumed that they no longer 
exist. 
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land, and the water represented by all shares not in use at that tiine. 

18. By the tiine the District Court issued the Perry v. Beattie Decree, Eldorado 

had reached its original goals for developing a ditch systein to provide water to 

shareholders on the Burton Bench. While the Eldorado place of use would continue to 

expand, it is apparent the intent expressed in the Original Notice of Water Right had been 

achieved by 1908. 

19. In Perry v. Beattie, Eldorado addressed arguments indicating that it 

abandoned a certain amount of the irrigation systein it had constructed. Apparently, there 

was some testimony indicating ditches were either enlarged over time or were allowed to 

fill in and lose a considerable amount of their original capacity. In addition, testimony at 

hearing indicated some of the original place of use was not irrigated for many years. 

(LTJO-6 p 40) While the District Court decision did not address these issues directly, it 

did find that Eldorado acquired a 3,000 miner's inch water right on May 17, 1883 and the 

right was valid in 1908. (LTJO-34) It is apparent the District Court did not find 

sufficient evidence to conclude Eldorado was entitled to less than 3,000 miner's inches or 

that it had abandoned any of its May 17, 1883 water right. In addressing the assertion of 

abandonment Eldorado provided a clear statement that the May 17, 1883 right had been 

perfected and was in use: 

In the absence of anything to indicate an intention on the part of the 
stockholders or of the Company to abandon their water right thus perfected, 
and in view of the affirmative evidence of their intention to hold and use 
.the same in connection with the land, there would seem to be no basis for 
finding an abandonment of the rights thus acquired. 

(LTJO-6 p 42 emphasis added) 

The key to this statement is that Eldorado considers its May 17, 1883 water right to be 

fully perfected. Eldorado asserts that by 1908 it had: 

a. completed and maintained a ditch systein capable of serving a large area, 

b. sold all the company shares to parties who used thein to acquire thousands of 
acres on the Burton Bench and irrigate those acres, 

c. and consistently provided 3,000 miner's inches of the waters of the Teton River 
to these shareholders and their lessees every year. 



This is clearly an assertion the water right had been perfected through application to 

beneficial use as contemplated the May 17, 1883 notice of water right. While Eldorado 

would go on to acquire three additional Teton River decreed rights, and thereby increase 

the flow rate it could provide to shareholders, the original intent expressed twenty-five 

years earlier in 1883 had been completed. 

20. As a perfected water right, Eldorado is entitled to the terins of the water 

right at the time it was perfected. While it could inake certain types of changes to the 

water right until 1973, it could not increase the burden it placed on the source. Section 

89-803, RCM (1 947) (repealed 1973). 

B. Priority Date 

2 1. The best evidence of the priority date for claims 4 1 0  1 13470-00 and 4 1 0  

113475-00 is the Perry v. Beattie Decree. This Decree was the result of a lengthy and 

contested court proceeding. It must be presumed that the District Court took all 

arguments into account and determined that the evidence supported a May 17, 1883 

priority date for the Eldorado water right. The District Court was familiar with the facts 

and aware of controlling law. Although LTJO and TCRC are not bound by the District 

Court decision, they have not provided evidence sufficient to show this District Court 

Decree is wrong. 

22. The contention that Eldorado did not apply water to beneficial use until 

1890 is not compelling. Work on the project began in 1883. Desert Land entry 

documents a certain amount of the ditch had been completed before poor finances 

resulted in a suspension of work. (LTJO-70, p 636-637) It is likely Eldorado was 

delivering some water within a year or two of that date. The remainder of the project was 

completed over the next several years. Given the scope of the project, the work was 

completed with reasonable diligence. Therefore, the water right can relate back to May 

17, 1883. Murray v. Tingley, 20 Mont. 260,268, 50 P. 723, 725 (1 897). Again, it is 

presumed the District Court was aware of the facts concerning the developinent of 

Eldorado and controlling pre and post 1885 law as it related to the relation back d ~ c t r i n e . ~  

23. The original Eldorado Ditch Coinpany was formed in 1883 for a period of 

5 In 1885, the Montana Territorial legislature enacted statutes providing for the filing of Notices of Appropriation 
for water rights [Section 89-810-814, RCM 1947 (repealed)]. 
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20 years. (LTJO-170) It reincorporated in 1903 as the Eldorado Co-op Canal Company 

for another twenty years. (Eldorado-3a) In 1923, the corporation lapsed. The lapse was 

an oversight by Eldorado that was soon resolved. Eldorado reincorporated with the same 

board and shareholders on October 29, 1924. (LTJO-17 1) The lapse had no affect on 

Eldorado's use of water. Coininissioner records indicate Eldorado was using its water 

rights before the lapse and continued to use the same water rights after it reincorporated 

in 1924. (Saylor-7) There is no other evidence indicating a possible abandonment of the 

water rights through nonuse. 

24. LTJO argues the water rights remained with the lapsed corporation. After a 

period of time, the rights were abandoned through, nonuse by the lapsed corporation. 

LTJO asserts the new Eldorado, formed in 1924, did not acquire the water rights froin the 

lapsed corporation and therefore was entitled to use rights with 1924 priority dates. 

LTJO first made this argument in a summary judgment motion filed after the close of 

discovery. On August 9,201 1, this Master denied the suininary judgment motion. This 

Master found the corporate lapse by itself was not sufficient to support a finding of 

abandonment through nonuse. At the same time, this Master indicated that if the 

evidence at hearing showed the corporate lapse was one of inany factors indicating 

Eldorado engaged in conduct supporting an intent to abandon these rights, LTJO could be 

entitled to a finding of abandonment. The summary judgment ruling received objections 

and was reviewed by the Chief Water Judge. 

25. On December 28,201 1 the Water Court issued its Order Dismissing 

Objection to Order Denying Summary Judgment. The Water Court did not find the 

argument of abandonment based on corporate lapse to be compelling. However, the 

Chief Water Judge indicated a more complete record and a inore detailed analysis of 

1923-1 924 corporate law might command a different result. 

26. The evidence at hearing showed the corporate lapse was an oversight that 

was corrected and had no affect on Eldorado's actual use of water. No evidence was 

presented indicating any stockholder or creditor of either the old or new Eldorado was 

irljured by .the corporate change. No evidence presented at hearing showed the corporate 

lapse was one of many factors indicating Eldorado engaged in conduct supporting an 



intent to abandon these rights. The Objectors have not shown 1923-1924 era corporate 

law commands a different result. Therefore, the summary judgment ruling on this issue 

stands. Eldorado did not abandon its water right claims in 1923. 

27. Based on the record before the Master, Eldorado claiins 410  113475-00 

and 41 0 1 13470-00 are entitled to a May 17, 1883 priority date. 

C. StockUse 

28. LTJO and TCRC assert stockwater was never a part of the original 

Eldorado appropriation. In support of this assertion, they provided tax records from 1876 

to 1884. (LTJO-320-328) They also note that none of the original documents that form 

the basis for the Eldorado May 17, 1883 water right list stockwater as one of the 

contemplated uses. Tracking livestock through tax records was used extensively in lower 

Teton River cases. Showing a land owner was paying taxes on a specific number of 

livestock tended to support a stock claim for that land owner. In this case, LTJO 

submitted tax records to show the apparent lack of livestock ownership by certain 

Eldorado shareholders. Based on the tax records, LTJO argues there was little or no 

stock present in the Eldorado system at the time the water right was appropriated in 1883. 

Monte Giese testified his review of tax records indicates Eldorado shareholders owned no 

more than 800 head of livestock in 1884. (Testimony of Monte Giese, Day 1) At the 

same, the Eldorado system was in the early stages of development in 1884. No desert 

land patents were obtained for at least three years.6 In addition, when a significant 

amount of the Eldorado system was patented, the majority of land owners leased their 

property. Tax records would not show stock ownership under their names. As a result, 

tax records would not provide an accurate picture of stock use. 

29. The objectors are correct that none of the original Eldorado documents, 

such as the Notice of Water Right and Articles of Incorporation, specifically reference 

stockwater. At the same time the record is full of references to stock use. Original 

appropriators Myers and Buck were running stock before they started the Eldorado 

project. (LTJO- 194) Growing grass for pasture is often stated as one of the great 

benefits derived from irrigation in the project. Concluding that the water was only used 

Samuel Mitchell obtained the first patent in 1887. Several additional patents were obtained in 1889. 
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to improve pasture for livestock but not to provide a water source for the livestock inakes 

no sense. The paraphrased testimony of Frank Truchot in Eldorado's post-hearing brief 

in Perry v. Beattie indicates water was left in the ditch rather than spread when land was 

leased to sheepmen. (LTJO-6 p 35) The only logical reason to do this is to provide 

stockwater for the sheep without causing damage to the pastures. Eldorado documents 

notwithstanding, there is a sufficient record to support stock use of Eldorado water from 

the beginning of the project. The lack of reference to stockwater seems to reflect the 

common assuinption that livestock drinking from a source or ditch systein is simply a fact 

of life. The saine sentiment carried through to the current adjudication process. Direct 

from source stock claiins are exempt from filing. Section 85-2-222, MCA. 

30. Even if stock use was not contemplated as an original purpose of the 

Eldorado right, it is clear providing stockwater through the Eldorado ditch systein quickly 

becaine one of the beneficial uses of the water rights. Testimony froin several Eldorado 

shareholders shows that stockwater was a common use of all Eldorado water rights well 

before 1973. Prior to 1973, when the state implemented the Water Use Act, the purpose 

of a water right could be changed so long as the change did not cause injury to other 

water users. Section 89-803, RCM (1947) (repealed 1973). There is no evidence that 

any other water user ever claimed the historical use of Eldorado7s water rights for stock 

caused thein injury. Stock use only becaine an issue in this adjudication. 

3 1. Eldorado stock claim 4 1 0  1 13470-00 is a valid water right claim. Stock 

right 4.1 0 1 13470-00 and irrigation right 4 1 0  1 13475-00 are multiple uses of the saine 

historical right. The combined use of the corresponding stock and irrigation claiins is 

limited to historical use. 

D. Volume 

32. Eldorado7s filings in Perry v. Beattie asserted its May 17, 1883 water right 

claiin was perfected before 1908. However, evidence shows Eldorado continued to 

expand its use of Teton River water. That expansion is apparent in the annual voluine 

calculations compiled by current Eldorado President Ross Salmond. (Eldorado-48) 

Expanding the number of acres irrigated and the period of use resulted in an increase in 

the total voluine diverted each year. The most significant increases came after 1980. To 



address that increase, a quantified voluine reflecting use at the tiine of perfection is 

appropriate. 

33. The volume Eldorado can receive for all uses under its May 17, 1883 

priority date should reflect the amount of water it was receiving when it had perfected the 

water right by 1908. The problem is finding an accurate way to determine that historical 

voluine. Three alternatives are available: 

a. Voluine based on actual diversions at the tiine of perfection. 

b. Voluine based on historically irrigated acres at the tiine of perfection 

and a voluine per acre standard. 

c. Volume based on the decreed flow rate, the number of irrigated 

acres that flow rate could reasonably service, and a voluine per acre 

standard. 

a. Volume Based on Actual Diversions 

34. The only evidence of actual diversions and therefore actual historical 

volulne is the water coininissioner records. Eldorado President Ross Salinond reviewed 

all available water coininissioner records from 19 10 to 2006. He used those records with 

sufficient information to calculate a total volume delivered to Eldorado that year. 

(Eldorado-48) Salinond noted the records were incomplete and measurements prior to 

1964 are less reliable due to the lack of a good measuring device on the Eldorado Ditch. 

(Testimony of Ross Salmond, Day 1) In addition, the voluine figure includes all water 

rights diverted into Eldorado's canal. The water coininissioner did not separate volume 

as Eldorado acquired additional water rights. This complicates a review of the volume 

and requires separating the percentage of total volume that can be attributed to 

Eldorado's May 17, 1883 right. A different calculation is required each time additional 

flow is added to the total diverted into the ditch: 

a. 192 1, Eldorado acquires two rights that add 425 miner's inches to its 

total diverted flow rate. 

b. 1937, Eldorado acquires a right that adds 400 miner's inches to its 

total diverted flow rate. 

c. 1963, Eldorado reached an agreement with the Miller Colony by 



which the Colony's 500 miner's inch water right is diverted through the 

Eldorado Ditch. See Water Court Case 4 10-  130. 

In addition, Eldorado is claiming it acquired the remaining 75 miner's inches of the 

Truchot right that it did not purchase in 192 1. Eldorado claimed all 300.00 miner's 

inches of the Truchot right in Statements of Claiin 4 1 0  1 13472-00 and 4 1 0  1 13467-00. 

This issue is addressed in Section 1II.A. of this report. With these limitations, Salinond's 

volurne calculations are of limited value. 

35. Salrnond found three years prior to 192 1 where he could calculate an 

annual voluine. (Eldorado-48) This is the only docuinentation available near the 1908 

date of perfection: 

Year Total Voluine Nuinber of Days 

1914 7,085 acre feet 54 days starting July 9 

1915 3,906 acre feet 62 days starting July 1 

1919 1,026 acre feet 27 days starting June 23 

Given the fact that irrigation in each year did not start until late June or early July and the 

period of use is short, these were probably wet years. In addition, Eldorado took nearly 

twice as much water in 19 14 than in 19 15, but was receiving water for eight fewer days. 

With the inconsistent volumes, late starting dates, and relatively short periods of 

diversion, these records do not appear to represent an accurate picture of Eldorado's 

water use in an "average" year. 

36. After 192 1, Salinond's calculations show an increase from the early years, 

but a relatively stable volume through 1973. The high voluine was 15,896 acre feet in 

1938. The low voluine was 2,080 in 1929. The average volume was about 9,500 acre 

feet.7 (Eldorado-48) After 1980, the high voluine was 25,974 acre feet in 2000. The low 

volume was 16,425 in 1989. While this shows a clear increase in diverted voluine it does 

not provide sufficient information to determine the voluine at the time the claim was 

perfected. Therefore, a voluine based on actual diversions is not possible. 

b. Volume Based on Historically Irrigated Acres 

7 Salmond's volume figures were reduced to reflect the percentage of total volume attributable to Eldorado's May 
17, 1883 water right; 191 1-1921= 100%; 1922-1937= 86%; 1938-1962= 77%; 1963-1973= 70%. The 75 miner's 
inches of the Truchot right that Eldorado did not acquire in 1921 were not included in the calculations. All 
calculations are general in nature and should be viewed as such. 
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37. Evidence supporting the actual number of acres irrigated with Eldorado 

water by 1908 is little better than the evidence of diverted volume. The only evidence 

that directly addresses acres irrigated is Eldorado's filings in Perry v. Beattie. While this 

information is helpful, it must be viewed as self-serving and cannot receive a great deal 

of weight. Nonetheless, Eldorado did provide some actual figures for acres irrigated. In 

its post-hearing brief, Eldorado divided .the total acres into four groups: 

a. 5,520.00 acres acquired by Eldorado shareholders in 1890 through 

the Desert Land Act. (LTJO-6 p 33) 

b. 5,120.00 acres acquired by Eldorado Shareholders between 1 89 1 and 

1895 through the Desert Land Act. (LTJO-6 p 33) 

c. 2,560.00 acres owned by Carlos Warfield at the time of the hearing 

in Perry v. Beattie. Warfield was a successor to Sainuel Mitchell. Mitchell 

was an early Eldorado shareholder with 60 shares. Mitchell received his 

Desert Land patent in 1887 which predates all other Eldorado shareholders 

and the date when the Eldorado Ditch could have reached his property in 

Sections 25 & 26, ~ 2 6 ~ ,  R5W. (Eldorado-53e) According to a note in 

Exhibit LTJO-291 p 2605, Mitchell claimed Muddy Creek water in his 

Desert Land filings. Muddy Creek crosses Sections 25 and 26, placing this 

property in the northwest comer of the Eldorado system. Mitchell owned 

Eldorado shares when he acquired his desert land property. He apparently 

used Muddy Creek to acquire the patent, but intended to also access 

Eldorado water.8 Eldorado's post-hearing brief states Warfield testified to 

using Eldorado water on four sections (640 x 4 = 2,560 acres). (LTJO-6 p 

3 6) 

d. 1760.00 acres acquired by the wife and children of Frank Truchot in 

1890 as an Indian land allotment. There is no evidence explaining how this 

acquisition took place or the location of the property. (LTJO-6 p 37). 

The total of these four acreage groups is 14,960.00 acres. There is no way to detennine 

how accurate this total inay be. It is doubtful that all 640.00 acres of each section 

8 This property is currently owned by the Flying U Ranch Company. Flying U is an Eldorado stockholder and also 
claims several individual water rights kom Muddy Creek and Foster Creek. 
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acquired under the Desei-t Land Act was susceptible to irrigation. As discussed below, 

Eldorado's filings go on to contradict its ability to service this inany acres with 3,000 

miner's inches. This may represent the land Eldorado could irrigate rather than the land 

that had been irrigated by 1908. Therefore, the 14,960.00 acre figure is suspect and 

cannot be used to support a quantified volume. 

38. The testimony and expert report of Monte Giese provided some acreage 

figures, but only to show the nuinber of acres in certain years that had been acquired 

through the Desert Land Act. These figures are not sufficiently supported by other 

evidence to use as part of the process of setting a quantified volume. 

39. The objectors also point to a 1932 Inventory of Montana Irrigation Projects 

published by the Montana Extension Service. (TCRC-14) The inventory states Eldorado 

has a very large area under the canal but averages about 3,000.00 acres irrigated. 

Objectors argue this report tends to confir~n their assertion that Eldorado irrigated about 

3,000.00 acres as early as 1890 and was still irrigating the same nuinber of acres in 1932. 

However, the period of time covered by the report is not clear. It is reasonable to assume 

it covered a few years preceding 1932. Ross Salinond's volulne calculations (Eldorado- 

48) froin this tiine period show significant swings in voluine froin year to year:9 

1926: 12,520 acre feet per year 
1929: 2,419 acre feet per year 
1930: 12,644 acre feet per year 
193 1 : 6,5 10 acre feet per year 

It does not seem reasonable to assume each of these voluines indicates about 3,000.00 

acres irrigated that year. If 3,000.00 was the average, it was a very rough average. In 

1937, five years after the report was published, aerial photos of this area indicate 

7,290.00 acres irrigated according to LTJO expert witness Jay Johnson. (LTJO-250 p 

2988) Again, this brings the Extension Service number into question. Finally, this 

Master has found Eldorado perfected its right in 1908. The nuinber of acres Eldorado 

inay have been irrigating in 1932 is not important to a determination of historical volume. 

40. Given the lack of credible evidence, a quantified volume based on the 

9 Volume calculations include the main Eldorado right (3,000 mi), the Dennis right (200 mi), and part of the 
Truchot right (225 mi). 
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number of acres irrigated at the time of perfection in 1908 is not possible. 

c. Volume Based on the Decreed Flow Rate 

4 1. A volume based on flow rate relies on standards applied to irrigated land 

rather than actual diversions or the actual nuinber of acres irrigated. The ainount of land 

a particular flow rate can serve is often referred to as the "duty of water." The idea is that 

a certain ainount of flow rate is necessary to adequately irrigate land. When the amount 

of flow rate is limited, only a certain amount of land can be irrigated by that flow rate. 

After the nuinber of acres irrigated is detennined using this standard, a second standard 

for acre feet of water per acre per year is applied to determine a quantified volume. The 

acre feet per year standard is typically based on crop need and climatic area. DNRC 

Water Right Claiin Exainination Manual, Chapter VII.C.3.d. 

i. Acres Irrigated Based on Flow Rate 

42. LTJO notes that references to a one miner's inch per acre standard are 

coinmon in Desert Land documents placed into evidence. This seeins to show applicants 

and witnesses acknowledged that one inch per acre was necessary for adequate irrigation. 

However, Desert Land filings were intended to accoinplish a specific goal, receiving a 

patent to land froin the Federal government. Answers to questions on the various forms 

follow a clear pattern, such as a reference to using "at least one inch per acre." It is 

apparent the representation is siinply something applicants know is acceptable to the 

GLO. In addition, Desert Land documents often contain references to other flow rates. 

For example, Daniel Buck did state he had used over one inch per acre. (LTJO-70 p 655 

Question #9) On the previous page of the same document Buck stated he had a clear 

right to 480 miner's inches. (LTJO-70 p 654 Question #5) Assuming he intended to 

irrigate all 640.00 acres he was acquiring, Buck was indicating he could do so with -75 

miner's inches per acre. Answering the same question #5, Ira Myers stated he had a clear 

right to 10,000 miner's inches. (LTJO-81 p 263 Question #5) This is apparently based 

on the assumption the Eldorado Canal would be able to carry that ainount of water and 

Eldorado would acquire additional water rights. In any case, Myers did not limit hiinself 

to a one miner's inch per acre standard. References to one inch per acre in Desert Land 

filings are siinply a response to GLO requirements. They are not sufficient to use as a 



flow rate per acre standard in this case. 
J 

43. In 19 10, the GLO began a review of irrigation companies that were se-lling 

stock to Desert Land applicants. The apparent goal was to determine the amount of water 

actually available to each company and .the duty of water in the area serviced by that 

company. The Eldorado Co-op Canal Company was addressed in a February 26, 1914 

letter from the GLO Coinmissioner to the Great Falls, Montana Office of the Registrar 

and Receiver. (Eldorado- 14) The letter discussed reviews of Eldorado conducted by a 

GLO office examiner and the Geological Survey. In these reviews, the GLO examiner 

determined 40 miner's inches of water was sufficient to irrigate 160.00 acres in the 

vicinity of the Eldorado System. This equals 0.25 inches per acre. The Geological 

Survey found 60 miner's inches was a high figure for 160.00 acres and could safely be 

used as a standard for final proof documents based on Eldorado shares. The 

Cominissioner found the 40 miner's inch standard to be acceptable and directed the Great 

Falls office t'o require proof of Eldorado share ownership at this rate on final proof 

documents. In other words, anyone filing a final proof based on ownership of Eldorado 

shares, valued at 2.5 miner's inches per share, must show ownership of a sufficient 

number of shares for the irrigated land they were claiming. The bottom line is that the 

GLO found land on the Burton Bench within the Eldorado system could be irrigated with 

0.25 miner's inches per acre, at least for purposes of acquiring a Desert Land patent. 

44. The 0.25 miner's inch per acre standard adopted in the GLO letter was 

applied to Desert Land entries. As was often the case with federal land acquisition acts 

like the Homestead Act and the Desert Land Act, the standard was very user friendly. 

Even though the Geological Survey proposed a inore conservative standard, the 

Commissioner chose the lowest standard recommended to him. Meaning, applicants 

could acquire land with less water available to them. This inade it easier to acquire land 

in areas with limited available water. In addition, Exhibit Eldorado-14 is the letter from 

the GLO Commissioner to the Great Falls office. The actual reports that are referenced 

in the letter were not placed in evidence. As a result, the validity of the quarter inch per 

acre standard cannot be determined. When the commissioner was adopting this standard 

in 1914, virtually all land within the Eldorado system had already passed into private 



ownership. It is doubtful the GLO ever applied this standard to any land serviced by the 

Eldorado system. The 0.25 miner's inches per acre standard discussed in this exhibit is 

not sufficiently credible to use for Eldorado's water rights. 

45. LTJO also asserts the Perry v. Beattie Decree applied the inch per acre 

standard. Expert witness Jay Johnson calculated the number of acres historically 

irrigated on the three decreed rights Eldorado acquired (Dennis and Truchot in 1921 and 

Beattie 1937) and coinpared that acreage to the flow rate decreed to each right. In each 

case, Johnson found the decreed flow rate provided about one inch per acre for that water 

right. (Testimony of Jay Johnson Day 2 and LTJO-256,257, and 258) Johnson based his 

opinion on the land each appropriator identified in their Perry v. Beattie filings and his 

estimate of the number of irrigable acres within that legal description. lo  At the same 

time, Johnson acknowledged he was only able to determine the District Court awarded 

flow rates based on historical use that "roughly equated" one inch per acre. The Perry v. 

Beattie Decree itself makes no reference to a flow rate to acre standard. 

46. Johnson's testimony may support this standard for the Dennis, Truchot, and 

Beattie rights. At the same time, all three of these water rights were originally located in 

close proximity to the Teton River and used on much smaller places of use. In each case, 

the appropriator provided a sufficiently detailed place of use legal description for Johnson 

to complete his calculations. That is not the case for Eldorado. The Eldorado place of 

use has always been much larger and farther from the river. Eldorado did not provide a 

detailed legal description in its answer in Perry v. Beattie. Rather, it simply stated the 

water was conducted ". . . to and upon certain lands situated in said Teton County, held, 

possessed, owned and intended to be acquired by said appropriators . . ." (LTJO-3 p 54) 

As a result, Johnson could not perform the same calculation for the Eldorado water right. 

Had he been able to do so, there is little chance he would have reached the conclusion 

that the District Court applied an inch per acre standard to Eldorado. Other evidence in 

this case, such as Desert Land filings, party filings in Perry v. Beattie, and stock 

transaction analysis, indicate Eldorado was consistently irrigating more than 3,000.00 

acres by 1908. 

'O Dennis was a plaintiff in the case. He identified his property in the complaint. (LTJO-1) Beattie and Tmchot 
were defendants who identified their property in their answers. (LTJO-26 & -27) 
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47. Eldorado did address the duty of water in its proposed findings of fact in 

Perry v. Beattie: 

"7. That said lands require one miner's inch of said waters 
per acre to properly irrigate the saine for the first two or -three 
years, and after that time one-half inch per acre is sufficient 
for that purpose (Tr. 672); and that ever since 1884 the lands 
held and owned by the stockholders of said Eldorado Co- 
operative Canal Company and its predecessor is interest, the 
Eldorado Ditch Company, have required all of said 3000 
miner's inches of water, or 75 cubic feet, to properly irrigate 
the saine." (LTJO-7 p 48) 

This indicates Eldorado, at the time it filed its proposed findings of fact in Perry v. 

Beattie, believed the 3,000 miner's inch flow rate it was seeking in that case was capable 

of servicing 6,000.00 acres. While this stateinent conflicts with other assertions Eldorado 

made in the same filing and in its post-hearing brief, it is nonetheless significant and 

could be viewed as a stateinent against interest. It is the clearest stateinent by Eldorado 

addressing how much land it could irrigate with 3,000 miner's inches. It is also the most 

credible standard when viewed in conjunction with the other relevant evidence presented 

in this case. 

48. Based on the record before the Master, the 0.5 miner's inch per acre 

standard asserted by Eldorado in its Perly v. Beattie proposed findings of fact is the most 

credible flow rate per acre standard to apply to the May 17, 1883 water right. (LTJO-7) 

There is sufficient evidence to find Eldorado was irrigating well in excess of 3,000.00 

acres by 1908. Exactly how inany acres cannot be determined. While Eldorado was 

eventually able to greatly expand the acres it could service, much of that appears to be the 

result of the additional flow rate acquired in 192 1 and 1937. Given the lack of credible 

evidence supporting the actual number of acres irrigated in 1908, a half inch per acre 

standard as asserted by Eldorado itself is the most reasonable alternative. Therefore, for 

purposes of identifying a quantified volume, the Master finds that at the time the May 17, 

1883 right was perfected in 1908, Eldorado was using 3,000 miner's inches to irrigate 

about 6,000.00 acres. Therefore, 6,000.00 acres irrigated will be used to determine a 

volume for claims 410  113470-00 and 410  113475-00. 



ii. Volume Based on Estimated Acres Irrigated 

49. Voluine standards are typically based on the amount of water needed for 

adequate irrigation. This is often based on plant need and associated factors specific to a 

climatic area. The record in this case includes references to three different standards. At 

the same time, application of any standard inust take the limited record of actual 

diversions into account. 

50. District Judge R. D. McPhillips, testifying by deposition, stated he applied 

a one acre foot - per acre - per year standard to Eldorado. Although his ineinory was 

vague, he based this standard on conversations with either the "ASCS or soil 

conservation" where he was inforined an acre foot per acre was all the water that could be 

beneficially used in Teton County. Although he applied this standard, Judge McPhillips 

did not give it an unconditioilal endorsement: 

"I did end up with an acre foot. Whether that's reasonable or unreasonable, 
I don't know. But we - - that was the rule until somebody squawked." 
(Eldorado-62 p 17) 

Given his own testimony, Judge McPhillips' use of this standard is not particularly 

credible. 

5 1. In 198 1, Eldorado filed a single Statement of Claim for all of its decreed 

water right claims. The original filing listed all four decreed rights with individual flow 

rates; 15,420.00 total acres irrigated; and a volume of 15,000 acre feet per year. This 

appears to indicate Eldorado accepted a standard of one acre foot per acre as a total 

volume for all of its water right claims. How Eldorado reached that figure is unknown. 

52. As discussed above, LTJO expert witness Jay Johnson calculated the 

number of acres historically irrigated on the three decreed rights Eldorado acquired after 

1908 (Dennis and Truchot in 192 1 and Beattie1937). When he reached a conclusion on 

the number of acres originally irrigated by each claim, Johnson calculated a volume for 

each claim. In each case, Johnson used a 1.5 acre feet per acre standard. (Testimony of 

Jay Johnson Day 2 and LTJO-256,257, and 258) In his expert reports for all three 

decreed rights, Johnson stated: "The DNRC has found that 1.5 acre-feet of water per acre 

can be put to beneficial use." (LTJO-256,257, and 258) Johnson did not provide the 



specific DNRC source, such as the Claiin Exainiilation Rules or Claiin Examination 

Manual, for this statement. This Master was not able to confirm this standard in DNRC 

examination material. It inay be a standard applied by the new appropriations section of 

the DNRC. 

53. Eldorado expert witness John Westellberg testified the coin~nissioner 

records indicate Eldorado voluines have been well within the DNRC 3.1 acre foot per 

acre standard for sprinkler irrigation. (Testimony of John Westenberg, Day 4) Although 

he did not refer to the DNRC Claim Examination Manual, that is -the source for the 3.1 

acre foot per acre standard. DNRC Water Right Claiin Examination Manual, Chapter 

VII.C.3.d., Table VII-3. Mr. Westenberg referenced the standard for sprinkler irrigation 

systems in climatic area IV, which includes the Teton River. The standard is no longer 

routinely applied to direct flow irrigation claims, but is still included in the Manual for 

decree exceeded situations." At the same time, the DNRC volume standard for flood 

irrigation is 4.6 acre feet per acre. Given the fact there was no sprinkler irrigation taking 

place in 1908, the 4.6 acre feet per acre standard appears to be inore appropriate based on 

the DNRC Examination Manual. 

54. Applying the voluine standards discussed above to the 6,000.00 acres 

Eldorado had perfected by 1908 yields the following results: 

1.0 Acre Feet Per Acre x 6,000 Acres = 6.000 af7yr (McPhillips) 

1.5 Acre Feet per Acre x 6,000 Acres = 9,000 aflyr (Johnson) 

3.1 Acre Feet per Acre x 6,000 Acres = 18,600 aflyr (Westenberg) 

4.6 Acre Feet per Acre x 6,000 Acres = 27,600 aflvr (Manual) 

The 3.1 aflyr and 4.6 aflyr standards yield a voluine that is significantly higher than the 

combined voluine Eldorado claimed for all four of its decreed water rights. These 

volumes are also higher than the historical voluines calculated by Ross Salmond. 

(Eldorado-48) Therefore, the 3.1 and 4.6 acre feet per acre standards are not within what 

l '  Statement of claim forms for irrigation required a quantified volume. During the original "verification" process, 
the DNRC developed volume standards as part of the claim review process. The standards are based on water 
requirements for alfalfa which is a high water use plant. During verification, the standards were used to check 
claimed volumes. If a claimed volume was within the standard, it was considered acceptable. When quantified 
volumes were no longer required for direct flow irrigation claims in the claim "examination" process, the DNRC 
stopped using the standards for these claims. On rare occasions, district courts quantified volumes as part of a water 
right decree. If statements of claim are based on a decreed right and the claimed volume exceeds that decreed 
volume, the DNRC may use the old verification standards as part of its examination. 
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was originally claimed or a realistic reflection of historical use. The 1.0 aflyr standard 

has a basis in historical use. It has been a coininon rule of thuinb and inay have been a 

factor for the District Court decision in Perry v. Beattie. At the same time, there is no 

clear basis for this standard. Judge McPhillips applied the standard but was never sure if 

it was valid. It appears Eldorado used the standard in its original Statement of Claim, but 

Salinond's voluine calculations indicate it was never followed. According to the 

testimony of Jay Johnson, a 1.5 acre foot - per acre -per year standard is currently used 

by the DNRC. While he did not reference the source for the standard in DNRC 

documents, his expertise places him in the position to know the standards the DNRC is 

using. His expertise also gives hiin the ability to determine if that standard is reasonable. 

Mr. Westenberg did not address voluine. He simply testified the DNRC Manual includes 

standards and the one he referenced appears to apply to this situation. On the issue of 

voluine, Johnson's testimony and the exhibits used with that testiinony is the most 

coinpelling evidence of an appropriate acre foot - per acre -per year standard to apply to 

Eldorado's May 17, 1 883 water right. 

55. A voluine based on actual historical use is preferable. However, there is an 

insufficient record in this case to accurately determine that historical volume. As a result, 

the voluine must be based on the limited historical record and accepted standards. The 

Master finds the record in this case supports a 9,000 acre feet per year combined total 

annual volume for Eldorado claims 4 1 0  1 13475-00 and 4 1 0  1 13470-00. 

E. Summary for Claims 4 1 0  113470-00 and 4 1 0  113475-00 

56. Based on the record in this case: 

a. Claims 410  113470-00 and 4 1 0  113475-00 are entitled to a May 17, 

1883 priority date. 

b. Stock claim 4 1 0  113470-00, as modified by this report, is a valid 

reflection of historical use. 

c. Claims 4 1 0  1 13470-00 and 4 1 0  1 13475-00 should receive a 9,000 acre 

foot per year total quantified voluine as multiple uses of the same historical 

water right. The combined voluine diverted under both claims cannot 

exceed 9,000 acre feet per year. 
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111. Claims 4 1 0  113467-00 and 4 1 0  113472-00 (Truchot) 

A. Priority Date 

57. As discussed in Finding 13, Frank Truchot inoved to the Teton River in 

188 1. In 1887, Truchot acquired approxiinately 160.00 acres originally settled by John 

Miller. According to Truchot's answer in Perry v. Beattie, Miller was the owner of and 

in possession and control of this land in 1880. Truchot's answer goes on to assert Miller 

appropriated 500 miner's inches from the Teton River in 188 1, constructed a ditch, and 

coininenced to put the water to beneficial use on the 160.00 acres. Following his 

purchase in 1887, Truchot extended the ditch to adjacent property he owned, and 

increased the number of acres served by the appropriation. (LTJO-27) In the Perry v. 

Beattie Decree, Truchot was awarded a right to 300 miner's inches with an 1876 priority 

date. (LTJO-34 p 83) Given the lack of a specific month and day, the right has been 

administered as December 3 1, 1876. Claiins 4 1 0  1 13467-00 (stock) and 4 1 0  1 13472-00 

(irrigation) are claimed as multiple uses of the December 3 1, 1876 Truchot right. 

58. LTJO provided alternative arguments for a priority date for the Truchot 

right. First, LTJO asserts Eldorado lost the right in the 1923 corporate lapse and is 

entitled to a use right with a 1924 priority date. The argument is addressed in Section 

1I.B. of this report and will not be restated here. LTJO also argues Truchot's answer in 

Perry v. Beattie entitles claims 4-1 0 1 13467-00 and 4 1 0  1 13472-00 to a priority date no 

earlier than December 3 1, 188 1. This argument is not compelling. Truchot's answer is a 

pleading. It does not reflect the evidence presented at trial. If Truchot originally asserted 

an 1880 priority date and an 188 1 date of first use, he was obviously able to provide 

evidence at hearing supporting an earlier priority date. It is apparent the District Court 

received evidence supporting the priority date and flow rate that were decreed. Using 

LTJO's logic, Truchot should also receive the 500 miner's inch flow rate he asserted in 

his answer rather than the 300 miner's inches decreed by the District Court. 

59. The Master finds the most credible evidence of the priority date for claims 

4 1 0  1 13467-00 and 41 0 1 13472-00 is the Perry v. Beattie Decree. Based on the Decree, 

as administered by the District Court, both claims are entitled to the December 3 1, 1876 

priority date originally claimed. 



B. Volume 

60. Jay Johnson reviewed the legal descriptions in Truchot's answer and 

determined the entire property totaled 360.00 acres. Johnson then determined that 

approximately 245.00 of these acres could be irrigated from the Teton River. (LTJO- 

257) Johnson excluded land west of the Teton River and land east of the railroad track 

that crossed the property. Based on this determination, Johnson opined the district court 

had applied an inch per acre standard in Per]? v. Beattie and that it was reasonable to 

assume the Truchot right historically irrigated about 300.00 acres. Johnson then applied 

a 1.5 acre foot per acre standard to 300.00 acres to determine a volume for the claim of 

450 acre feet per year. (LTJO-257) As discussed above, Eldorado expert John 

Westenberg suggested a different voluine standard which was not compelling for the 

Eldorado decreed right. The same conclusion applies to the Truchot decreed right. A 

450 acre foot quantified voluine is an appropriate reflection of the historical use of the 

Truchot December 3 1, 1876 decreed right as originally perfected. 

C. Ow~lershiplFlow Rate 

6 1. In 192 1, a portion of the Frank Truchot 1876 water right was sold to 

Eldorado by the Truchot Land and Cattle Company. The deed conveyed 225 miner's 

inches to Eldorado. Seventy five ininer's inches were reserved by Truchot Land and 

Cattle Company. (LTJO-167 p 214) The fate of the remaining 75 miner's inches is a 

matter of much speculation. 

62. Although Eldorado claims all 300 ininer's inches of the 1876 Truchot right, 

it has been unable to provide any document referencing its acquisition of the 75 miner's 

inch portion of the right. (Testimony of Ross Salmond, Day 1) If there was a deed, it is 

lost. There is no written record of a transaction acquiring the 75 inches in any of the 

board of director or stockholder meetings of the company. Nonetheless, Eldorado has 

claimed the right to use all of the 1876 Truchot right since at least the 1950s. 

63. Tracking that 75 miner's inches in the record before the Court is difficult. 

The 1921 deed shows the 75 miner's inches was reserved by the Truchot Land and Cattle 

Company. (LTJO- 167) The right does not appear in coinmissioner records in an 

identifiable way until 1946. In that year, the coininissioner records include an index of 



all decreed rights with current ownership. The index shows 75 miner's inches froin .the 

1876 Truchot right were owned by the Coffee Brothers and 225 miner's inches were 

owned by Eldorado. (LTJO-63 p 145)12 There is no record showing how or when the 

Coffee Brothers acquired the right or where the Coffee Brothers used the right. The 

Coffee Brothers, or at least someone named Coffee, is listed as a water user on the 

commissioner records froin 193 1, 1932, 1935, 1937, 1938, 1939, and 1940.13 It is 

reasonable to presume this inclusion was based on ownership of 75 miner's inches froin 

the Truchot right. The 1946 report is the last listing of the Coffee Brothers as a water 

right owner. There is no record showing who succeeded the Coffee Brothers. 

Coimnissioner records froin 1961 to 1973 indicate Eldorado owned all 300 miner's 

inches of the Truchot Right. (Saylor-7) 

64. If there was a competing interest in this 75 miner's inches after the Coffee 

Brothers faded from the records it inay have been Hamilton ~ a n c h . ' ~  Hamilton Ranch is 

listed as the owner of the 75 ininer's inches in an index developed by the State Engineer 

as part of the 1962 Teton County Water Resource Survey and in water coininissioner 

records fioin the late 1970s and 1980s. 

65. In 1962, the State Engineer's Office issued the Water Resource Survey for 

Teton County. The survey is in two parts. Part one is a history of land and water use in 

Teton County. Part two is color maps of irrigated areas of the county. The history 

portion of the survey includes a brief profile of the Eldorado Co-op Canal Company. In 

that section, the survey lists all water rights owned by Eldorado. The Truchot right is 

listed with all 300 miner's inches credited to Eldorado. Teton County Water Resource 

Survey, Part I, p 4 1. In addition to the published survey, the State Engineer generated a 

considerable amount of data that was archived and made available to the public. This is 

the field work that led to the published survey. For this survey, the field work included 

l2 Saylor Exhibit 7 is purported to be all available water commissioner records from the Perjy v. Beattie decree. 
Other exhibits such as LTJO-63 are portions of the commissioner records. Saylor-7 did not include the decree index 
from 1946 that is included in LTJO-63. The parties have not addressed this discrepancy. 
l3  Coffee Brothers are not included in the 1923 commissioner report which is the only commissioner report between 
192 1 and 193 1 that is part of the record for this case. 
l4 Hamilton Ranch is the predecessor to the Choteau Cattle Company. Donald McGillis was a principal in both 
entities. In various exhibits before the Court, particularly commissioner records, ownership may be listed as 
Hamilton Ranch, Choteau Cattle Company, McGillis, or DeBmcker (lessee). In this report references are to 
Hamilton Ranch or simply Hamilton. 
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an index of all rights decreed in Perry v. Beattie with the current ownership. In this 

index, the Truchot right is listed with 225 ininer's inches currently owned by Eldorado 

and 75 ininer's inches owned by Hainilton Ranch Company. (TCRC-13) The field work 

was coinpleted before the published survey and was used to generate that survey. This 

seeins to indicate the field notes were corrected for the published survey. The survey 

itself should be the inore accurate of the two documents. In any case, the conflict 

between the field work and the published survey limits the value of the survey on this 

issue. 

66. Water coininissioner records after 1962 typically included a record of daily 

diversions to various water users. Given the variety of factors that can influence these 

numbers, it is difficult to draw inuch froin them in regards to the issue of ownership of 

the Truchot 1876 right. Nonetheless, the objectors have pointed to the co~ninissioner 

records as evidence showing Eldorado never acquired the remaining 75 inches of the 

Truchot right. Cominissioner records froin 1963 to 1978 do not indicate any issue 

regarding the Truchot right. In fact, 1979 is the only year where coininissioner records of 

daily distributions arguably show Hainilton was receiving 75 miner's inches of the 

Truchot right and Eldorado was receiving 225 inches of the Truchot right.15 

Coininissioner records froin 198 1-83 are too varied to show the saine distributions. The 

1984 records and all subsequent records, with one brief exception, show Hainilton 

(Choteau Cattle Company) consistently received no more than 300 ininer's inches. From 

this it can only be concluded -there was some conhsion on the part of the comlnissioner 

that was resolved by the water users. Coinlnissioner records of daily distributions are not 

sufficient to support a finding that Hainilton rather than Eldorado owned the 75 miner's 

inches at issue here. 

- - 

l5 This conclusion is based on daily distributions records from 1979. In this single year, on three days, Hamilton is 
receiving 375 inches, Eldorado is receiving 4,325 inches, and Jack Salmond is receiving 100 inches at the same 
time. Other more junior rights are also receiving water on these same days. This indicates Hamilton, Salmond, and 
Eldorado are all receiving all of their available flow rate. From this it appears the Con~missioner is delivering the 75 
miner's inches to Hamilton not Eldorado. Prior to 1979, Hamilton owned the Salrnond right and was entitled to a 
total flow rate of 400 miner's inches based on ownership of the Burd water rights. As a result, any daily distribution 
to Hamilton before 1979 that totaled 375 miner's inches cannot be viewed as evidence Hamilton was receiving a 
portion of the Truchot right rather than its Burd rights. In addition, the Tmchot right is Eldorado's most senior right. 
Therefore, it can only be assumed Eldorado is being denied the 75 inches of its most senior right when it is receiving 
4,325 inches and more junior rights are receiving water at the same time. The 1979 daily distribution records from 
June and July show three days where all of these factors are in place. 
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67. On August 4, 1981, Eldorado filed its initial Statements of Claim using the 

irrigation district claim form. As a result, all four Eldorado claims are listed on a single 

form. In this filing, Eldorado claimed all 300 miner's inches of .the Truchot 1876 decreed 

right. This right was subsequently reassigned to claims 4 1 0  1 13467-00 and 4 1 0  1 13472- 

00 by the DNRC. Irrigation claiin 410  113472-00 appeared in the TPD with a 7.5 cfs 

(300 miner's inches) flow rate. Stock claiin 4 1 0  113467-00 appeared in the TPD with 

the standard stock flow rate remark and no quantified flow rate. 

68. Attachments to Eldorado's original Statement of Claim 4 10-2-'11347 1-00 

include a letter from Jesse Malone, Sr. to the Eldorado Board of Directors dated 

December 2 1, 198 1. Malone states he requested a list of priority date distribution from 

the ditch rider when he was doing maintenance work on the Eldorado Canal in the 

summer of 198 1. The index, which is also an attachment to the Statement of Claim, 

listed Hainilton Ranch as owning 375 miner's inches of 1876 water and Eldorado as 

owning 225 miner's inches of 1876 water. Malone stated this was incorrect and must be 

addressed by the Eldorado Board of Directors. Based on coininissioner records after 

1983, it appears Eldorado was able to convince the coinmissioner that it was entitled to 

all 300 miner's inches of the 1876 Truchot right. 

69. On April 29, 1982, the Choteau Cattle Company filed a Statement of Claim 

for the Hamilton Ranch Teton River water right claim (4 1 0  187 182-00). The filing 

claimed a 400 miner's inch flow rate based on the two Burd Estate decreed rights (300 

inchesl1876; 100 inches11 883). In an affidavit attached to this filing, Donald McGillis 

stated he has been associated with the Hamilton Ranch and the Choteau Cattle Company 

for 29 years and that the Statement of Claim reflects Hainilton Ranch's use of the 

claimed water rights throughout that period of time. This seems to indicate Hamilton 

Ranch had been the owner of the two Burd Estate decreed rights since at least 1953 and 

had made no claiin of ownership of the 75 miner's inches of the Truchot right through 

this period of time. On March 4,2003, Choteau Cattle Company amended .the Statement 

of Claim to reflect a 300 miner's inch flow rate based on the 1876 Burd Estate decreed 

right. The amendment affectively ended any claim Choteau Cattle Company had to the 

1883 Burd right. This 100 miner's inch, May 2 1, 1883, right was claimed by John C. and 



Myrtle B. Salinoild in Statement of Claiin 4 10 177932-00. As discussed above, it 

appears Salmonds acquired the 1883 Burd right froin Hamilton Ranch in the 1970s. By 

amending its statement of claim, Choteau Cattle Company resolved any potential issue 

regarding the 1883 decreed right. 

70. Based on the record before the Master, it is inore probable than not that 

Eldorado acquired the 1876 Truchot water right in two parts. Two hundred and twenty 

five inches were acquired in 192 1. The remaining 75 miner's inches were acquired at 

some point after 1946, but well before 1973. There are no other water users since the 

Coffee Brothers that appear to have claiined this 75 miner's inches. This lack of a 

competing interest is significant. Also, the lack of a document confinning Eldorado's 

acquisition of the 75 ininer's inches is not sufficient to show it did not acquire the right. 

The preponderance of evidence before the Master shows Eldorado claimed and used all 

of the Truchot 1876 water for decades prior to 1973. Pursuant to Section 85-2-227(1), 

MCA statements of Claiin 410 1 13467-00 and 410 1 13472-00 are prima facie proof of 

their content. It is the objectors' burden to show Eldorado is not entitled to the flow rate 

claimed by these claims. They have failed to do so. The Master finds Eldorado is -the 

owner of all 300 ininer's inches of the December 3 1, 1876 Frank Truchot water right. 

D. Place of Use 

7 1. Eldorado acquired 225 ininer's inches of the 1876 Truchot right in 192 1. If 

the right was still being used on the original place of use at that time, it was moved to the 

Eldorado Canal and used throughout the Eldorado place of use. The deed (LTJO- 167) 

and corporate minutes froin 1921 (TCRC-12), show that John Truchot was president of 

the Truchot Land and Cattle Company (seller) and president of Eldorado (purchaser) at 

that time. It is just as likely that right was already being used on Truchot land within the 

Eldorado place of use. In any case, the right has been used within the Eldorado place of 

use since that time. 

72. Eldorado also acquired the remaining 75 miner's inches of the 1876 

Truchot right after 1946, inoved it to .the Eldorado Canal, and has been using it on the 

Eldorado place of use since that time. 

73. There is no evidence showing that any party took issue with the point of 
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diversion and place of use change or made any assertion that the change caused them 

injury until objections were filed as part of the current adjudication of Basin 410.  Based 

on the law as it existed prior to July 1, 1973, Eldorado could make this kind of change 

subject to a claim of injury by another water user. Section 89-803, RCM (1947) 

(repealed 1973). Absent a claim of injury, the change was allowed. Eldorado could 

purchase the Truchot right, move it to the Eldorado headgate, and use it throughout the 

Eldorado place of use. At the same time, the changes allowed by pre-1973 statutes were 

limited to point of diversion, place of use, and purpose. In other words, Eldorado can use 

the Truchot right throughout its place of use, but cannot increase the burden on other 

water users in doing so. This is accomplished with a quantified volume. 

E. Stock Use 

74. Stock use of Eldorado's water right claims at the time of appropriation and 

from the time of appropriation until 1973 is discussed in Section 1I.C. of this report. The 

same discussion applies to stock use of the 1876 Truchot water right. It is reasonable to 

assume the Truchot right was used for stockwater from its beginning or that stockwater 

became a common use of the right before 1973. 

75. Eldorado stock claim 4 1 0  1 13467-00 is a valid water right claim. Stock 

right 4 1 0  1 13467-00 and irrigation right 4 1 0  1 13472-00 are multiple use of the same 

historical right. The combined use of the corresponding stock and irrigation claims is 

limited to historical use. 

F. Summary for Claims 4 1 0  113467-00 and 4 1 0  113472-00 

76. Based on the record in this case: 

a. Claims 4 1 0  1 13467-00 and 41 0 1 13472-00 are entitled to a December 

3 1, 1 876 priority date. 

b. Eldorado is entitled to a 300 miner's inch flow rate for these claims. 

c. Stock claim 4 1 0  1 13467-00, as modified by this report, is a valid 

reflection of historical use. 

d. Claims 4 1 0  1 13467-00 and 4 1 0  1 13472-00 should receive a 450 acre 

foot per year total quantified volume as multiple uses of the same historical 

water right. The combined volume diverted under both claims cannot 



, , % ,  Q; >* 0) 
exceed 450 acre feet per year. 

e. Eldorado is entitled to use both claims throughout its place of use. 

IV. Claims 4 1 0  113468-00 and 4 1 0  113473-00 (Dennis) 

A. Priority Date 

77. On December 8, 1921, Eldorado acquired the Dennis water right. (LTJO- 

167 p 2 15) In Perry v. Beattie, Dennis was decreed 200 miner's inches with an April 1, 

1880 priority date. (LTJO-34 p 77 & 82) Eldorado received the entire right with no 

restrictions. Claiins 4 1 0  1 13468-00 (stock) and 4 1 0  1 13473-00 (irrigation) are claimed 

as multiple uses of the April 1, 1880 Dennis right. 

78. As with Eldorado's 1876 and 1883 rights, LTJO asserts the 1880 Dennis 

right was abandoned through the 1923 corporate lapse. LTJO asserts Eldorado is entitled 

to a 1924 priority date use right. The argument is addressed in Section 1I.B. of this report 

and will not be restated here. This argument is not compelling. Claiins 410  113468-00 

and 4 1 0  1 13473-00 are entitled to an April 1, 1880 priority date. 

B. Volume 

79. Jay Johnson reviewed the legal descriptions for the Dennis property in the 

Amended Coinplaint in Perry v. Beattie and determined the entire property totaled 300.00 

acres.16 Johnson then determined that approximately 200.00 of these acres could be 

irrigated from the Teton River. (LTJO-256) Johnson excluded land west of the Teton 

River and east of Spring Creek. Based on this determination, Johnson opined the District 

Court had applied an inch per acre standard in Perry v. Beattie. Johnson then applied a 

1.5 acre foot per acre standard to 200.00 acres to determine a voluine for .the claim of 300 

acre feet per year. (LTJO-257) As discussed above, Eldorado expert John Westenberg 

suggested a different volume standard which the Master did not find coinpelling for the 

Eldorado decreed right. The same conclusion applies to the Denriis decreed right. The 

Master finds a 300 acre foot quantified voluine is an appropriate reflection of the 

historical use of the April 1, 1880 Dennis right. 

C. Place of Use 

l6 There is a discrepancy in Johnson's report. He indicates the Dennis property totaled 300 acres. Based on the 
legal descriptions Johnson used, the property totaled 320 acres. Johnson's map of the property includes all 320 
acres. This discrepancy does not appear to affect his opinion that the Dennis property included 200 irrigable acres 
fi-om the Teton River. 
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80. Eldorado acquired all 200 miner's inches of the 1880 Dennis right in 1921 

The right was moved to the Eldorado Canal and used throughout the Eldorado place of 

use. The right has been used within the Eldorado place of use since that time. 

8 1. Prior to this adjudication, there is no evidence showing that any party took 

issue with this change or made any assertion that the change caused them injury. Based 

on the law as it existed prior to July 1, 1973, Eldorado could make this kind of change 

subject to a claiin of injury by another water user. Section 89-803, RCM (1947) 

(repealed 1973). Absent a claim of injury, the change was allowed. Eldorado could 

purchase the Dennis right, move it to the Eldorado headgate, and use it .throughout the 

Eldorado place of use. At the.same time, the changes allowed by pre-1973 statutes were 

liinited to point of diversion, place of use, and purpose. In other words, Eldorado can use 

the Dennis right throughout its place of use, but cannot increase the burden on other 

water users in doing so. 

D. StockUse 

82. Stock use of Eldorado's water right claiins at the time of appropriation and 

from the time of appropriation until 1973 is discussed in section 1I.C. of this report. The 

same discussion applies to stock use of the 1880 Dennis water right. It is reasonable to 

assume the Dennis right was used for stockwater froin its beginning or that stockwater 

became a common use of the right before 1973. 

83. Eldorado stock claim 4 1 0  1 13468-00 is a valid water right claim. Stock 

right 4 1 0  1 13468-00 and irrigation right 4 1 0  1 13473-00 are multiple uses of the same 

historical right. The combined use of the corresponding stock and irrigation claiins is 

liinited to historical use. 

E. Summary for Claims 4 1 0  113468-00 and 4 1 0  113473-00 

84. Based on the record in this case: 

a. Claiins 4 1 0  1 13468-00 and 4 1 0  1 13473-00 are entitled to an April 1, 

1880 priority date. 

b. Eldorado is entitled to a 200 miner's inch flow rate for these claims. 

c. Stock claiin 410 113468-00 is a valid reflection of historical use. 

d. Claiins 4 1 0  1 13468-00 and 4 1 0  1 13473-00 should receive a 300 acre 



foot per year total quantified volume as inultiple uses of the same historical 

water right. The combined volume diverted under both claiins cannot 

exceed 300 acre feet per year. 

e. Eldorado is entitled to use both claiins throughout its place of use. 

V. Claims 4 1 0  113469-00 and 4 1 0  113474-00 (Beattie) 

A. Volume 

85. On October 16, 1937, the stockholders of Eldorado voted to purchase the 

George Beattie decreed water right. (TCRC-12) In Perry v. Beattie, Beattie was decreed 

400 miner's inches with a December 1882 priority date. (LTJO-34 p 81 & 85) Absent a 

inore specific date, the Beattie right has been administered with a December 3 1, 1882 

priority date since that time. Eldorado received the entire right with no restrictions. 

Claiins 410  113469-00 (stock) and 410 113474-00 (irrigation) are claimed as multiple 

uses of the December 3 1, 1882 Beattie right. 

86. Jay Johnson reviewed the Beattie's answer in P e r ~ y  v. Beattie and 

determined the entire property included 400.00 irrigable acres. (LTJO-258) Beattie had 

asserted the right to 1750 miner's inches in Perry v. Beattie, but was decreed 400 miner's 

inches. Johnson opined the District Court concluded Beattie was irrigating about 400.00 

acres and applied an inch per acre standard. Johnson then applied a 1.5 acre foot per acre 

standard to 400.00 acres to determine a volurne for the claim of 600 acre feet per year. 

(LTJO-258) As discussed above, Eldorado expert John Westenberg suggested a different 

volume standard which the Master did not find compelling for the Eldorado decreed 

right. The same conclusion applies to the Beattie decreed right. The Master finds a 600 

acre foot quantified volume is an appropriate reflection of the historical use of the 

December 3 1, 1882 Beattie right. 

B. Place of Use 

87. Eldorado acquired all 400 miner's inches of the 1882 Beattie right in 1937. 

(TCRC-12) The right was moved to the Eldorado Canal and used throughout the 

Eldorado place of use. The right has been used within .the Eldorado place of use since 

that time. 

88. Prior to this adjudication, there is no evidence showing that any party took 



issue with this change or made any assertion that the change caused them injury. Based 

on the law as it existed prior to July 1, 1973, Eldorado could make this kind of change 

subject to a claim of injury by another water user. Section 89-803, RCM (1947) 

(repealed 1973). Absent a claim of injury, the change was allowed. Eldorado could 

purchase the Beattie right, move it to the Eldorado headgate, and use it throughout the 

Eldorado place of use. At the same time, the changes allowed by pre-1973 statutes were 

liinited to point of diversion, place of use, and purpose. In other words, Eldorado can use 

the Beattie right throughout its place of use, but cannot increase the burden on other 

water users in doing so. 

C. Stock Use 

89. Stock use of Eldorado's water right claims at the time of appropriation and 

froin the time of appropriation until 1973 is discussed in section 1I.C. of this report. The 

same discussion applies to stock use of the 1882 Beattie water right. It is reasonable to 

assume the Beattie right was used for stockwater from its beginning or that stockwater 

became a coinmon use of the right before 1973. 

90. Eldorado stock claim 41 0 11 3469-00 is a valid water right claim. Stock 

right 4 1 0  1 13469-00 and irrigation right 4 1 0  1 13474-00 are multiple use of the same 

historical right. The combined use of the corresponding stock and irrigation claims is 

liinited to historical use. 

D. Summary for Claims 4 1 0  113469-00 and 4 1 0  113474-00 

9 1. Based on the record in this case: '. 

a. Stock claim 410  113469-00 is a valid reflection of historical use. 

b. Claiins 410  1 13469-00 and 41 0 1 13474-00 should receive a 600 acre 

foot per year total quantified volume as multiple uses of the same historical 

water right. The combined volume diverted under both claims cannot 

exceed 600 acre feet per year. 

c. Eldorado is entitled to use both claims throughout its place of use. 

VI. Place of UseIAcres Irrigated, All Claims 

92. Eldorado was originally incorporated as a ditch company. (Eldorado-2) It 



has always been owned by shareholders and was developed to serve the needs of the 

shareholders. A share in the company entitles that shareholder to a certain amount of 

water delivered through the Eldorado systein of canals and ditches. Shareholders are 

charged for water they receive and inay also be subject to special assessinents as the need 

arises. For example, each share was subject to a $2.00 assessment in 1937 to purchase 

the Beattie water right. (TCRC- 12) Eldorado developed and maintains a single point of 

diversion froin the Teton River. The main Eldorado canal and various ditches have 

always serviced the same general area in the Ralston Gap and on the Burton Bench. 

Eldorado does not provide water on demand to anyone other than shareholders and their 

lessees. Eldorado has only made water available to .the public in the sense that any 

ineinber of the public could acquire an interest in land serviced by the ditch system, 

acquire Eldorado shares, and request water at their turnout. Eldorado did not construct its 

ditch system in hopes of finding customers, it was meeting the needs of its shareholders. 

Eldorado is not an irrigation district. It is not a state water project created pursuant to $8  
89-101, et seq., RCM (1947) (repealed 1973). Eldorado is a corporation started by a 

group of investors who saw the advantage of this business model. It was created for the 

benefit of its shareholders. To that extent, Eldorado is no different froin any other private 

water right owner. 

93. At the same time, Eldorado owns water rights and a canal system. It does 

not own land. Its sole purpose is to maintain a delivery system and deliver water to 

shareholders. As a result, Eldorado has inini~nal control over the actual location where 

water is used within the property of a shareholder. Once the shareholder takes control of 

water, they have historically exercised full discretion over where on their property water 

is used. (Testimony of Ross Salmond, Day 1) Shareholders also have discretion to 

decide how inany acres they irrigate in any given year. They could increase or decrease 

irrigation depending on their needs and available water. Since 19 1 1, water has been 

delivered at a rate of 2.5 miner's inches per share. (LTJO- 184 p 5) There are significant 

differences in the number of shares owned b) shareholders. For example, in 2010, 

Rodney Cole owned five shares. Flying U Ranch owned 260 shares. (Eldorado-7) This 

can result in a different flow rate to acres ratio for each shareholder. A shareholder could 



have several shares irrigating relatively few acres or a few shares spread over several 

acres. Testimony froin several Eldorado shareholders and company officers indicates 

Eldorado has never dictated where water could be used or limited the nuinber of acres 

irrigated by a shareholder. The only restriction is that water must be used on land owned 

by a shareholder. (Eldorado-5b) 

94. If Eldorado is required to limit its diversions with a quantified annual 

volume, the total number of acres it can service and the nuinber of acres irrigated in any 

given year is less significant. All of the land Eldorado services is several miles froin the 

Teton River. Water makes its way through the system of ditches and laterals. This ditch 

system ends near Muddy Creek. Ross Salmond owns property at the end the Eldorado 

system in Section 34, T26N, R4W. He testified that any water at the end of the Eldorado 

ditch system does not flow into Muddy Creek. Rather, it enters Spring Coulee which 

eventually ineets the Teton River in Section 4, T24N, ~3 W. l7 Salinond stated there is no 

Eldorado return flow to the Teton River. (Testimony of Ross Salinond, Day 3) With this 

lack of return flow, changes in the location of irrigation within the Eldorado system and 

the nuinber of acres irrigated have little affect on flows in the Teton River. Once 

Eldorado takes its water from the river, it is gone. 

95. Eldorado's original Statement of Claim filing, 4 1 0  1 1347 1-00, claimed a 

15,420.00 acre place of use. During the DNRC claim examination process, claiin 

examiner Jay Johnson, sent a letter to Eldorado raising the idea of a service area for the 

company. Johnson's review of the Eldorado Articles of Incorporation indicated to hiin 

that one of the objectives of the company was to sell water. Based on this, Johnson 

determined a service area including all land -that could be serviced by Eldorado's ditch 

system might be appropriate. See 4 10 1 13475-00 claiin file. Eldorado responded by 

amending its place of use to greatly increase the total nuinber of acres irrigated. All 

Eldorado irrigation claims appeared in the Temporary Preliminary Decree (TPD) with a 

3 1,905.00 acre place of use. Based on post-hearing filings, Eldorado is currently 

claiming a 26,606.00 acre place of use.18 All Eldorado irrigation claims appeared in the 

17 It is roughly 12 miles from Salmond's property to the confluence of Spring Coulee and the Teton River. 
18 By disclaiming any right to use the Bateman Ditch or to irrigate any land serviced by the Bateman Ditch with its 
water rights, Eldorado reduced its place of use by 5,299.00 acres. 
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TPD with a 15,420.00 acre annual liinit on irrigated acres. This is the same nuinber of 

acres Eldorado originally claimed as a place of use. Based on his review, Eldorado 

expert witness John Westenberg testified that a inore accurate figure for annual historical 

irrigation is 12,550.00 acres. (John Westenberg Testimony, 9:42, Day 4) 

96. Application of a "service area" to the Eldorado claims has been a point of 

contention. Eldorado asserts it is entitled to a broadly defined service area that 

encompasses all land within a general boundary that is currently serviced by Eldorado 

ditches or was historically serviced by Eldorado ditches. This argument steins froin 

Eldorado's contention that it is a public service company that perfected its water right 

upon coinpletion of its ditch system and is not limited by the actual location where water 

is used. Based on this argument, Eldorado asserts it could continue to expand the nuinber 

of acres served by its ditch system and allow shareholders to change the location where 

their water is actually used. In this case, the term service area has come to represent 

these arguments. The Master finds these arguinents are misplaced. Eldorado is a private 

irrigator. It is unique in that it owns and provides water but does not own the land where 

the water is used. Nonetheless, Eldorado's water rights should reflect the historical place 

of use where that water was used and continues to be used by its shareholders. 

97. Both expert witnesses reviewed aerial photographs froin 1937 and 1957 to 

detennine the nuinber of acres historically irrigated by the Eldorado ditch system. In 

addition, both experts reviewed the Water Resource Survey and related documents. 

LTJO expert Jay Johnson did not testify in regards to the Eldorado place of use, but did 

generate several opinion papers and maps that are part of the record. (LTJO-250 & -26 1) 

Eldorado expert John Westenberg took Johnson's work and generated maps that show the 

progression of historical irrigation. In the process, Westenberg generally accepted the 

nuinber of historically irrigated acres Johnson had found in the data sources. Westenberg 

simply put a different perspective on this data. (Eldorado-53j & -53n) 

98. For his review, Johnson used the hand colored inap attached to the original 

Eldorado Statement of Claiin as the boundary of the place of use. He then reviewed 1937 

and 1957 aerial photos to detennine the nuinber of irrigated acres within this area. From 

this, Johnson determined Eldorado was irrigating about 7,290.00 acres in 1937 and about 



8,875.00 acres in 1957. (LTJO-250 p 2988) Westenberg recreated the Johnson maps for 

1937 (Eldorado-53n) and 1957 (Eldorado-53111). He then created a third map showing the 

combined irrigated acres from both 1937 and 1957. (Eldorado-531) Froin this, 

Westenberg showed that the place of use was the same in most cases, but there was a 

certain amount of shifting over the years. 

99. Mi-. Johnson detennined the Water Resource Survey field notes and maps 

showed about 12,220.00 acres irrigated in the Eldorado system.'9 (LTJO-250 p 2988) 

Westenberg varied froin Johnson's assessment of the Water Resource Survey. He 

determined the survey field notes and maps showed about 12,500.00 acres. He found an 

additional 1,000.00 acres the survey 1isted.a~ potential irrigation within the Eldorado 

system. Finally, he identified 1,440.00 acres served by Eldorado through the Gamble 

Ditch that the survey failed to cred.it to Eldorado. The Gainble Ditch is a lateral off of .the 

Eldorado Canal. Historical use of the Gainble Ditch by Eldorado was confinned by the 

testimony of Rodney Cole. (Testimony Day 3) Westenberg's total acres irrigated froin 

the Water Resource Survey was 14,940.00 acres. 

100. Mr. Westenberg created a single inap overlaying the 1937 photo, 1957 

photo, and the Water Resource Survey. He included the current boundaries of the 

Eldorado place of use on the inap. (Eldorado-53j) Froin this he opined that nearly all of 

the land within the place of use as it appeared in the TPD had been historically irrigated. 

The majority of the land appears as irrigated on all three data sources. However there are 

differences from one source to another. Westenberg's point is that all of the place of use 

Eldorado is claiming was historically irrigated. He concedes the location of that 

1 irrigation varied over time and only a portion of the place of use was irrigated in any 

given year. He also agrees that some of the place of use has not been irrigated for several 

years. He would nonetheless retain this land as historically irrigated. 

101. Mi-. Westenberg provided the following criteria for the Eldorado place of 

use: 

19 The issue remark on all Eldorado irrigation claims state 11,976.50 acres appear as irrigated in the Water 
Resource Survey and an additional 994.00 acres were potentially irrigated under the existing ditch system but were 
not irrigated at the time of the survey. These remarks were generated by Mi. Johnson while he was employed by the 
DNRC. It is presumed his more recent work as a consultant for LTJO expanded on his previous work at the DNRC 
and is more accurate. 
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1 .) Pre- 1973 ditches capable of servicing the land. 

2.) Pre-1973 irrigation on the land. 

3 .) Simple legal land descriptions. 

Applying these criteria, Westenberg determined the current boundary of Eldorado's place 

of use is not accurate. Using a copy of Exhibit Eldorado-53g, which was marked as 

Eldorado-53gg, Westenberg marked several areas he would exclude from the place of use 

because the land can no longer be serviced by an Eldorado ditch or is not irrigable land. 

Mr. Westenberg also found a boundary with simple legal descriptions was more 

functional. As a result, he followed straight lines rather than natural features. (Eldorado- 

53gg) With his proposed changes, Mr. Westenberg opined the Eldorado place of use 

should include a total of about 22,000.00 acres with an annual limit of irrigation of 

12,550.00 acres irrigated. (Testimony of John Westenberg, 9:42, Day 4) Although Mr. 

Westenberg's company did draft preliminary legal descriptions for the 22,000.00 acres, 

he d.id not provide this information in his testimony or in an exhibit. 

102. During cross examination, Mr. Westenberg acknowledged that some of the 

land he included in his proposed place,of use did not appear as irrigated in any of the 

three data sources. Nonetheless he included the land if it had been claimed in a Desert 

Land filing or if he found other indications of at least some historical irrigation. 

103. In exhibit Eldorado-53gg, Mr. Westenberg excluded a significant amount 

of .the non-shareholder land in his proposed place of use. However he included several 

parcels that according to the current list of Eldorado shareholders (Eldorado-7) and his 

own map showing non-shareholder land (Eldorado-53r), are not owned by an Eldorado 

shareholder: 

Section 1 1 T25N, R5 W (Miller Colony) 640.00 acres 
Section 12 T25N, R5W (15 parcels, various owners) 640.00 acres 
Section 14, T25N, R5 W (Willian & Agnes Leys) 640.00 acres 
SE, Section 16, T251V, R4W (State of Montana*) 160.00 acres 
SW & W2E2, Section 20, T25N, R4W (Bar TC Properties, Inc.*) 320..00 acres 
E2E2, Section 20, T25N, R4W (Albert & Beverly Carlson) 160.00 acres 

Total 2,560.00 acres 
* Exhibit 53r did not include ownership for these parcels. The ownership listed here is based on the 
Montana Cadastral Survey. 



Although parts of these Sections may have been historically irrigated with Eldorado 

water, only 40.00 acres in the NENE of Section 12, T25N, R5W, is currently owned by 

an Eldorado shareholder. The remaining acres are owned by non-shareholders and who 

have no right to use Eldorado water. With the exception of the NENE of Section 12, 

T25N, R5W all of this property, a total of 2,520.00 acres, should be removed from the 

Eldorado place of use. 

104. The place of use for any irrigation claim must be a reflection of historical 

use. However, it is common for water users to move the exact location of that irrigation 

within their place of use. The larger the place of use, the more coinmon it may be to 

move water from year to year. It is clear that Eldorado shareholders have engaged in this 

practice for years. Given the location of Eldorado's place of use and the absence of 

return surface flows, changing the annual irrigation within the place of use has no affect 

on other water users. Therefore, a place of use based on historical use can include land 

that is owned by Eldorado shareholders even though that land is not currently irrigated. 

In addition, some of the land within the Eldorado place of use can also be irrigated from 

other sources or froin water delivered from another ditch company. This ability does not 

diminish the use of Eldorado water on that particular property. 

105. None of the parties provided a suggested legal description for any changes 

to the place of use required by the evidence presented at hearing. The place of use 

recommended in this report is based on Eldorado-53gg with all non-shareholder land 

removed. This place of use, as determined by this Master, is represented by Master's 

Exhibit A which is attached to and by reference made part of this report. Legal 

descriptions were calculated based on the land identified on Master's Exhibit A. These 

legal descriptions were compared to the legal descriptions that currently appear on the 

Eldorado claim abstracts. Any legal description on the current claim abstracts that is not 

within the area identified on Master's Exhibit A was removed from those abstracts. With 

these corrections, the Eldorado place of use totals 18,742.00 acres. The complete parcel 

listing for the place of use is found on the attached claim abstracts. 

106. Eldorado had previously agreed to a 15,420.00 acre annual limit on the 

number of acres irrigated. Based on the testimony of Eldorado expert witness John 



Westenberg, that annual limit should be set at 12,550.00 acres. (John Westenberg 

Testimony, 9:42, Day 4) Based on the evidence presented at hearing, a 12,550.00 acre 

annual limit on irrigated acres within an 18,742.00 acre place of use is an accurate 

reflection of Eldorado's historical irrigation practices. 

VII. Period of UsePeriod of Diversion, All Claims 

107. Eldorado stock claims 4 1 0  1 13467-00,4 1 0  1 13468-00,4 1 0  1 13469-00, 

and 4 1 0  1 13470-00 all appeared in the TPD with an April 15 to November 1,9 period of 

uselperiod of di~ersion.~'  Eldorado irrigation claims 4 1 0  1 13472-00, 4 1 0  1 13473-00, 

4 1 0  1 13474-00, and 4 1 0  1 13475-00 all appeared in the TPD with an April 15 to 

September 19 period of uselperiod of diversion. On November 16, 2009, Eldorado, 

Farmers, and the Miller Colony filed an agreement addressing period of uselperiod of 

diversion for all Eldorado claims. Under the terms of the agreement, Eldorado proposes 

the following changes to these elements of its claims: 

Current POUPOD Proposed POUPOD 

All Irrigation Claims: II I J LV April 15 to October 1 

All Stock Claims: -I ?.,. I 9 April 15 to October 20 

Remark: Stock diversions 
between October 1 and October 
20 are limited to no more than 25 
cfs (1,000 miner's inches). 

108. In its post-hearing filings, TCRC asserted co~nmissioner records do not 

support the terms of this agreement as it relates to the Eldorado stock claims. TCRC 

tracked the commissioner records from 1965 to 1973 and found that Eldorado was never 

diverting 1,000 miner's inches as late as October 20. In addition, TCRC asserts that 

former Eldorado ditch rider and board member Darrell Stott testified that water could 

only be used for stock in conjunction with irrigation diversions. Froin this, TCRC argues 

Eldorado has conceded it ceases irrigation diversions on October 1 and should therefore 

be required to end all diversions on that date. 

109. Darrell Stott testified that it was his impression that Eldorado water must be 

'O The period of use and period of diversion on direct flow claims is typically the same period of time. This applies 
to all eight Eldorado claims. 
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requested for irrigation. He did not think a shareholder could request only stock water. 

At the same time, he stated that he did not know if this was correct or just his impression. 

He also testified that water was diverted for stock. He did not testify that he ever denied 

stockwater to a shareholder when he was the ditch rider. (Testimony of Darrell Stott, 

2:07, Day 3) Evidence from the early development of the Eldorado system, as discussed 

in Section 1I.C. of this report, indicates water was diverted for stock use only when land 

was leased to stockmen. (LTJO-6 p35) 

1 10. Concerning the 1965 to 1973 coininissioner records cited by TCRC, 

Eldorado diverted water into mid-October 6 out of these 9 years. (Saylor-7) Eldorado 

diverted water through nearly all of October in 1964 and 1963. Prior to 1963, diversion 

records only provide the total number of days water was diverted. A start date and end 

date are not provided. However, given the typical start date in other years, it appears 

Eldorado probably diverted well into October in several early years. Based on this 

record, an October 1 end date for Eldorado's irrigation claiins and an October 20 end date 

for Eldorado7s stock claiins is within historical use. (Saylor-7) 

1 1 1. The terms of the November 16, 2009 agreeinent constitute an overall 

reduction froin what appeared in the Temporary Preliminary Decree for Eldorado's water 

right claiins. Prior to the agreement, Eldorado had not accepted any limit on its flow 

rates. Further restricting Eldorado7s stock claiins, as asserted by TCRC, is not supported 

by the record. 

VIII. Implied Claims 

112. Both objectors assert that Eldorado7s irrigation claims could be limited to a 

relatively sinall number of acres irrigated based on early use. For example, claiin 4 1 0  

113475-00 would be limited to a 3,000 acre place of use. The objectors make no 

recommendation for -the actual location of these 3,000.00 acres. The objectors then assert 

that the incremental increase in the number of acres irrigated should be represented by 

implied claiins with more junior priority dates. Presumably, various sections of the 

Eldorado place of use would not receive water as the implied claims went out of priority 

and were cut off by the water commissioner. 

113. Implied claiins are contemplated by Rule 35, W.R.C.E.R. They serve to 



separate multiple water rights found in a single filing. Arguably, they could be applied to 

the Eldorado claiins to reflect the increase in the number of acres irrigated between 1908 

and 1973. However, the applicat' ines is a far inore functional way 

\ to adininister these water rights. P G - -  
quantified voluine for all four dA A 5 ,'x k 4f .y  

irrigation claiins and the corresponding stock claiins are relatively close to the total 

voluine Eldorado was diverting prior to 1973 : 

Claim Num berstPurpose 

I Total I 10.350 A/F 1 

Master's 
Recommended 

4 1 0  1 13475-001Irrigation 

According to the voluine calculations provided by Eldorado president Ross Salmond, the 

company did not divert more than 9,691 .OO N F  in any of the ten years leading up to 

1973. 2' (Eldorado-48) To be fair, coininissioner records indicated Eldorado did divert 

inore than 10,350 acre feet several tiines prior to 1964. However, it is generally accepted 

that records prior to 1964 are much less reliable. A 10,350 total voluine for all Eldorado 

Teton River water right claims appears to be a reasonably accurate reflection of historical 

use. 

114. A quantified volume is a far more functional way to administer the 

Eldorado water right claims. Implied claiins would serve only to coinplicate that 

administration and are therefore inappropriate. 

Volume 
9,000 rn 1 

CONCLUSIONS O F  LAW 

I. JurisdictionIBurden of Proof 

" As discussed in Section 1I.D. Salmond's calculations were adjusted to remove the 500 miner's inch Miller Colony 
water right that began using the Eldorado ditch in 1963. The Miller Colony right was included under the Eldorado 
claims in commissioner records. The 9,69 1 A/F volume for Eldorado diversions was achieved only in 1966. 
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1. The Montana Water Court has exclusive jurisdiction to interpret and 

determine all existing water rights. Mildenbergel- v. Galbraitlz, 249 Mont. 16 1, 166, 8 15 

P.2d 130, 134 (1991). An "existing water right" is defined as "a right to the use of water 

that would be protected under the law as it existed prior to July 1, 1973." Section 85-2- 

102(12), MCA. This includes jurisdiction to review all objections to preliminary decrees, 

5 85-2-233, MCA, and all issue remarks resulting froin DNRC claim examination, 5 85- 

2-248, MCA. 

2. A properly filed Statement of Claiin for an existing water right is priina 

facie proof of its content, 5 85-2-227, MCA. This priina facie validity inay be overcome 

by other evidence that proves that one or inore elements of the prima facie stateinent of 

claim are incorrect. A priina facie claiin meets the minilnuin threshold of evidence 

necessary to establish the facts alleged, and shifts the burden of production to an objector 

to overcome that threshold. The burden of persuasion remains ultimately with the 

claimant to prove up a water right claiin. Section 26-1-402, MCA. Without evidence to 

the contrary, the prima facie claim may satisfy a claimant's burden. However, the Coui-t 

is not compelled to accept the priina facie stateinent of claiin as true. Bul-klzartsmeyer et 

al. v. Burklzal-tsnzeyer et al., Case 40G-2, (MT Water Court Memorandum Opinion and 

Order Adopting Master's Report Mar. 1 1, 1997). 

3. If a claim appears in a Water Court decree with issue remarks resulting 

froin DNRC claiin examination, the information resulting in the issue remarks and the 

issue remarks theinselves must be weighed against the claimed water right. Section 85-2- 

247, MCA. The issues raised by the remarks must be resolved as part of the adjudication 

process. Section 85-2-248(2), MCA. 

4. The degree or weight of evidence needed to contradict or overcolne the 

prima facie presumption that a Statement of Claiin is correct as filed is a preponderance 

of the evidence. Burkhartsnzeyer et al. v. Burkhartslneyer et al., Case 40G-2, (NIT Water 

Court Memorandum Opinion and Order Adopting Master's Report Mar. 1 1, 1997). The 

Montana Supreme Court has defined preponderance as "a relatively inodest standard that 

the statutory criteria are inore probable than not to have been met." Holzenlohe v. State, 

2010 MT 203 33,357 Mont. 438,240 P.3d 628. 



11. Priority DateIFlow Rate 

A. Application of Perry v. Beattie 

5. All eight Eldorado claims are based on water rights decreed in Perry v. 

Beattie. LTJO, TCRC, and their predecessors were not a party to the Perry v. Beattie 

Decree. 22 AS strangers to the litigation, LTJO and TCRC are not bound by the decree. 

Hill v. Merrimac Cattle Co., 21 1 Mont. 479,495-496, 687 P.2d 59,68 (1984). At the 

same time, the Decree is at least "some evidence of the water right." Hill, 21 1 Mont at 

495-496, 687 P.2d at 68 (citing Wills v. Morris, 100 Mont. 5 14, 50 P.2d 862 (1935)). In 

this case, the Perry v. Beattie Decree is compelling evidence of the priority date and flow 

rate for all Eldorado claims. It is reasonable to assume the trial court was well versed in 

the facts of that case and controlling law. Bailey v. Tintinger, 45 Mont. 154, 165- 166, 

122 P. 575, 578-579 (1912). 

6. All eight Eldorado claiins have priority dates earlier than 1885. It is 

apparent the trial court in Perry v. Beattie properly applied the doctrine of relation back 

as that doctrine applies to claims initiated prior to 1 885.23 Woolman v. Garringer, 1 

Mont. 535, 543-45, (1872). Prior to 1885, relation back was governed by the common 

law rules and customs of the pioneer settlers. Under those rules, an appropriator could 

relate their priority date back to the date when work was coininenced on the ditch or 

canal, so long as that work was pursued with reasonable diligence. Woolman at 544. 

Eldorado's predecessors posted notice on May 17, 1883 and commenced work on the 

ditch at that time. Given the scope of the project, work on the ditch was pursued with 

reasonable diligence. It is apparent the trial court in Perry v. Beattie found Eldorado's 

predecessors coinplied with the rules and customs of the pioneer settlers and were 

entitled to a May 17, 1883 priority date for the water right represented by claims 4 1 0  

113470-00 and 410  113475-00. It is further apparent the trial court applied the same 

22 While TCRC was not a party to the Perry v. Beattie litigation, its Teton River water rights have been 
administered as part of that Decree for decades. This report does not address the ramifications of that involvement. 
TCRC's rights are addressed in case 410-84. 
23 In 1885, the Montana legislature enacted legislation governing the ability of an appropriator to employ the 
relation back doctrine. Under the statute, posting a notice, filing that notice, and commencement of work on the 
appropriation had specific requirements. Sections 89-8 10 to -8 14, RCM ( 1  947) (repealed 1973). In Bailey the 
Court ruled that a water right initiated after enactment must comply with the statute in order to relate its priority date 
back to the date of posting. Bailey, 45 Mont. at 166, 122 P. 575 at 579. However, the Court also confirmed that 
appropriations prior to 1885 were governed by the rules and customs of the pioneer settlers. Bailey, 45 Mont. at 
166, 122 P. 575 at 579. 
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it decreed the priority dates for the Truchot, Dennis, and Beattie water rights. The 

objectors have not presented sufficient evidence to show by a preponderance of the 

evidence that the decreed priority dates are incorrect. 

7. The Objectors have not questioned .the flow rates for the Eldorado, Dennis, 

and Beattie water rights. They have argued that Eldorado only acquired 225 miner's 

inches of the Truchot water right. The record shows that Eldorado asserted ownership of 

all 300 miner's inches of the Truchot right for several years prior to July 1, 1973. 

Objectors carry the burden to show Statements of Claiin 4 1 0  1 13467-00 and 4 1 0  

113472-00, which represent the Truchot right, are not priina facie proof of their content. 

They have failed to do so. Eldorado is entitled to all 300 miner's inches of the Truchot 

right. 

B. Perfection 

8. Perfection is typically defined as an actual diversion of water and 

application of that water to a beneficial use, Osnes Livestock Co. v. War-ren, 103 Mont. 

284,204, 62 P.2d 206, 210, (1936). The Objectors have not questioned perfection of the 

Truchot, Dennis, and Beattie water rights.24 They make the point that these water rights 

were perfected, but only to the extent originally intended by Truchot, Dennis, Beattie, 

and their predecessors. Eldorado has not disputed these allegations. Therefore, 

perfection is not an issue for these claims. The Truchot, Dennis, and Beattie rights were 

perfected at the time the Perry v. Beattie Decree was issued. 

9. The original Eldorado water right, as represented by claiins 4 1 0  1 13470-00 

and 4 1 0  1 13475-00, presents a different situation. Eldorado argues it is a public service 

corporation and therefore perfected the water right when it had completed its ditch 

systein and made water available to the public. Eldorado asserts this perfection did not 

require actual application of water to a beneficial use, and allowed it to continue to add 

additional acres over time so long as it was land serviced by its ditch system. The actual 

number of irrigated acres and the exact location need not be quantified. Once the right 

was perfected, Eldorado argues it could continue to move and expand its system under 

Section 89-810, RCM (1947) (repealed 1973) until the Water Use Act became law in 

24 LTJO does assert the Truchot right is entitled to a later priority date, but agrees the right was perfected. 
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1973. This apparently provided a seainless period of expansion froin 1883 to 1973 with 

all development relating back to 1 883. 

10. The public service corporation argument is misplaced. As discussed in 

Bailey v. Tintinger, 45 Mont. 154, 122 P. 575 (1 9 12), the unique nature of a public 

service corporation is that it is developing a water delivery systein to attract water users 

who inay or may not purchase water from that company. When a colnpany is ready, 

willing, and able to provide water to users upon demand, its right inay be considered 

perfected. The colnpany ". . . cannot be made to depend for its existence in the first 

instance upoil the voluntary acts of third parties--strangers to its undertaking." Bailey, 45 

Mont. at 178, 122 P. at 583. In Eldorado's case, the water users were not third party . 

strangers to the undertaking, they were shareholders who in most cases acquired shares as 

part of the process of acquiring the land. Eldorado did not complete a ditch systein and 

then make water available to users upon demand. It had a number of shareholders who 

had already acquired a financial stake in the colnpany and had been waiting for the ditch 

system to be completed to their property (for example, Daniel Buck). Eldorado is not a 

public service company as contemplated by Bailey. It is a company who provides water 

exclusively to its shareholders and their lessees. It is not exempt froin the requirement to 

diligently coinplete a ditch systein and put water to beneficial use. Its water rights must 

be perfected through application of water to beneficial use. 

11. The cominon law elements of a valid appropriation are intent, notice, 

diversion, and application to beneficial use. In the Matter of the Adjudication of the 

Existing Rights to the Use of All the Water, Botlz Surface and Underground, within the 

Missouri River Drainage Area, Irzcludi~zg All Tributaries of the Missouri River in 

Broadwater, Cascade, Jefferson and Lewis and Clark Counties, Montana (Basin 41 I), 

2002 MT 216,3 11 Mont. 327,55 P.3d 396 (Bean Lake III). That is exactly what 

Eldorado did. Beginning in 1883 it coininenced to develop a ditch systein with the 

intention of supplying water "for irrigation and Domestic purposes between Teton River 

and Mudey creek." (Eldorado-1, p 754) Although Eldorado suffered some delays in 

construction, by the inid 1890s, most if not all of the main system had been completed. 

By the time Eldorado was involved in the Perry v. Beattie litigation, it was asserting its 



system of ditches and laterals was coinpleted and it was providing water to shareholders 

throughout the Burton Bench. In other words, by 1908 Eldorado was asserting its 1883 

water right had been perfected through diversion and application of water to a beneficial 

use. 

C. Corporate Lapse 

12. There is no question that the original Eldorado Co-op Canal Company 

lapsed in 1923 and was refonned in 1924. The shareholders in the new coinpany were 

identical to the shareholders in the lapsed company. According to the limited water 

coinmissioner records froin that time, the lapse caused no change in Eldorado's irrigation 

practices. Nonetheless, LTJO argues Eldorado's failure to follow proper procedure in 

transferring assets froin -the lapsed coinpany to the new coinpany constitutes an intent to 

abandon all water rights held by the coinpany at that tiine. 

13. As a result of the lapse, Eldorado's board of directors assumed the position 

of trustees charged with full power to settle and liquidate the company's affairs. Mieyr v. 

Federal Surety Co., 97 Mont. 503, 507, 34 P.2d 982, 985 (1934). These trustees fornled 

a new corporation with the same shareholders and continued to provide water to these 

shareholders through the water coilmissioner. While Eldorado could not produce 

docuinents showing the transfer of assets, it is apparent it took place and has not been 

questioned until LTJO filed its summary judgment motion. As noted by the Water 

Court's December 28, 201 1 Order Dismissing Objection to Order Denying Suininary 

Judgment, there is no evidence showing any stockholder or creditor was injured by the 

corporate change. There is also no evidence showing that any other water user, including 

the water users that comprise LTJO, were injured by the corporate change. 

14. LTJO argues that corporate formalities are iinportant and Eldorado should 

pay the price for its apparent lax practices. Put another way, LTJO saw an opportunity to 

upend the water distribution system that has been in place on this part of the Teton River 

for the last 100 years. An opportunity based on the fact that a group of irrigators 

inadvertently allowed their ditch coinpany to lapse; corrected the error as soon as it was 

discovered; but inay not have followed all of the technical requirements in the process. 

The Utah Supreme Court faced a nearly identical situation in St. George City v. Kirkland, 



409 P.2d 970 (Utah 1966). In that case, a mutual water compaily allowed its charter to 

lapse thereby opening it to claiins the water rights administered by the company were 

abandoned. The Utah Supreme Court noted there was no showing of nonuse and found 

the lapse of the first company followed by refonnation of the second company did not 

cause an abandonment of the water right claims. The Utah Court found the abandonment 

argument was little more than an opportunistic attempt to acquire water: 

"It seems obvious that everyone innocently forgot about the date the charter 
lapsed. But the formation of the new corporation gave a nuinber of people 
a nuinber of ideas about getting hitherto unclaimed rights to the water." 

St. Geolege, 409 P.2d at 97 1. 

The Utah Court decision is persuasive. The same logical analysis applies to this case. 

Eldorado did not abandon any of its water rights based on its conduct in 1923 and 1924. 

15. Based on the record before this Master, the priority dates and flow rates for 

the four Eldorado irrigation water right claims are correct as they appeared in the 

Temporary Preliminary Decree. The four corresponding stock claims did not appear in 

the TPD with a quantified flow rate. Rather, these four claiins received the standard flow 

rate remark for stock drinking directly from a source or ditch system. However, the place 

of use for the stock claims is a significant distance from the Teton River. Both the 

evidence presented in this case and the agreement filed by Eldorado and Fanners indicate 

that stockwater was at times diverted by itself when no irrigation was taking place. This 

pattern of historical use gives rise to the need for a quantified flow rate for the stock 

claims. That quantified flow rate should be the same as the flow rate that appears on the 

corresponding irrigation claims. The multiple use remark that appears on all of the 

Eldorado claims serves to control flow rate. Each corresponding irrigation and stock 

claim can jointly use that available flow rate at the discretion of the claimant. In addition, 

Eldorado has agreed to a flow rate limit on its stock claims. This limit should be 

reflected in a remark that appears on the claims. 

111. Volume 

16. Quantified volumes are appropriate when a water judge has determined 

both a quantified flow rate and volume are necessary for administration of the water right 

claims involved. Section 85-2-234(6)(b)(iii), MCA. and Wales B~.otlzers, et al., Case 



76F-1 (Marshaling Order Oct. 15, 2010, at p. 12). That is the case with all eight of the 

Eldorado claims. Evidence before the Water Court, specifically water cominissioner 

records (Saylor-7), shows that Eldorado has increased the annual amount of water it 

diverted since the various water right claiins were perfected. The fact that inuch of that 

increase happened after 1973 underscores the need for quantified volumes. 

17. Montana's current statutory preference for inanaging direct flow irrigation 

claiins by flow rate reflects a long history of district court decrees that only proved 

quantified flow rates. The Perry v. Beattie Decree is a good example of that preference. 

At the same time, the lack of a quantified volume did not mean the total amount of water 

diverted was not a consideration in administration of that right: 

The mere fact that the decree awarding a water right in miners' inches or 
other flow measurement fails to describe the acreage actually irrigated or 
the time of flow or the volume of water actually used, cannot serve to 
reinove all limitations upon its use in point of time or volume, and thus 
substantially to expand the early appropriations, to the detriment of 
subsequent appropriators. If a decree had that effect, there would be few 
adjudicated streams in the state in which any but the first few 
appropriations would be of any substantial value. 

Quigley v. McIntosh, 110 Mont. 495, 510, 103 P.2d 1067, 1074 
(1 940). 

The fact that the cominissioner inay not have historically applied a quantified voluine to 

the water rights in the Perry v. Beattie Decree does not reinove voluine as a valid, and in 

this case, an essential part of administration. 

18. The alternative to quantified volumes is to limit the nuinber of acres 

irrigated in some way or assign more junior priority dates to portions of the place of use. 

This would not result in a hnctional system of enforcement. In fact, given the structure 

of the company, Eldorado itself would have difficulty policing the nuinber of acres 

irrigated by its shareholders. In post-hearing arguments, objector TCRC expressed a 

preference for quantified volumes and succinctly characterized the htility of attempting 

to limit the place of use: "Any acreage restriction put on ECCC's water right would be 

nothing but an illusion." (TCRC's Post Hearing Brief, p6.) The only reasonable way to 

assure Eldorado diversions do not exceed historical use is to place quantified voluines on 

all eight claims. 
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19. Setting a historical volume for these claims required a certain amount of 

conjecture. However, that is the nature of cases seeking a factual answer to events that 

took place over 100 years ago. There are no witnesses. The written record, while 

extensive, could never be complete and is often open to inore than one interpretation. 

Nonetheless, the court must "do the best it can with what it has to work with." Allen v. 

Petrick, 69 Mont. 373, 375, 222 P. 451, 452 (1924). In this case, the decreed flow rates 

were the only reasonable starting point for establishing a quantified volume. The flow 

rates were used to establish historically irrigated acres. These acres were then used to 

calculate a volume. Not a perfect method, but the best available method in the 

circumstances presented here. 

IV. Place of UseIAcres Irrigated 

A. Application of Section 89-803, RCM (1947) (repealed 1973) 

20. By July 1, 1973, Eldorado shareholders were irrigating about 12,550.00 

acres annually within an 18,742.00 acre place of use. This represents a significant 

increase froin the number of acres each individual Eldorado water right was servicing in 

1908 when the District Court issued the Perry v. Beattie Decree. Nonetheless, with the 

application of quantified volumes, Eldorado can continue to provide water to this place of 

use without increasing the burden it places on the Teton River. Given Eldorado's 

location in relation to the Teton River, the number of acres irrigated is less important than 

the amount of water diverted froin the river. Since surface water return flows to the river 

are not a factor, moving .the location of the irrigation and increasing the nuinber of acres 

irrigated does not affect return flows. The expansion in the nuinber of acres irrigated 

between 1908 and 1973 is within historical use. 

21. Any changes to Eldorado's water rights between 1908 and July 1, 1973 

were governed by 5 89-803, RCM (1 947) (repealed 1973): 

Point of diversion may be changed-change of use. The person entitled to 
the use of water may change the place of diversion, if others are not thereby 
injured, and inay extend the ditch, flume, pipe, or aqueduct, by which the 
diversion is made to any place other than where the first use was made, and 
inay use the water for other purposes than that for which it was originally 
appropriated. 

Eldorado's expansion in acres irrigated comes under this statute. Changes to place of use 
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and acres irrigated are acceptable if others are not thereby injured. In Hansen v. Laresen, 

44 Mont. 350, 120 P. 229 (191 I), the Montana Supreine Court held that water users who 

changed their use of water were not required to prove the lack of injury to other water 

users. Rather, the burden of proof to show that injury rested with any other appropriator 

who claimed they were injured by the change. Hansen, 44 Mont. at 353, 120 P. at 23 1. 

See also Tucker v. Missoula Light & Railway Co., 77 Mont. 91, 99,250 P. 11, 14 (1926). 

In this case it is apparent that any injury would result froin an increase in total diversions 

rather than an increase in acres irrigated or changes to place of use. 

22. Stockwater was one of the original uses of Eldorado's water rights. At the 

same time if stock use is considered a change in use it is still valid under the statute. 

Eldorado should be free to divert water for irrigation or stock within the confines of its 

flow rates and volumes. Each corresponding irrigation and stock claiin must include 

remarks identifying them as multiple uses of the same historical water right and limiting 

them to a single quantified flow rate and volume. 

B. Marshaling 

23. Between 1921 and 1937, Eldorado acquired the Truchot, Dennis, and 

Beattie water rights and began to use those rights throughout the Eldorado place of use. 

Arguably, it is the acquisition of this additional 900 miner's inches from the Teton River, 

with very senior priority dates, that allowed Eldorado to expand its place of use. 

Acquiring the rights and moving them was governed by Section 89-803, RCM (1947) 

(repealed 1973). There is no evidence indicating other water users objected to the change 

in 1921 when the Truchot and Dennis rights were inoved or in 1937 when the Beattie 

right was moved. In fact, there is no evidence indicating any other water user asserted 

that adding these rights to the Eldorado system caused thein injury. The first claim of 

injury came froin LTJO and TCRC in objections filed in this adjudication. 

24. After acquiring each right, Eldorado used that additional water throughout 

its place of use. All Eldorado rights were simply combined at the headgate and used as a 

group. This process of combining various water rights for use on an entire place of use is 

referred to as Marshaling. Wales Brothers, et al., Case 76F-1 (Marshaling Order Oct. 15, 

2010, at p. 12) (Marshaling Order). The practice of marshaling does not in itself indicate 



an expansion of the water rights involved. Marshaling Order at p. 7-8. 

25. There is no question that moving the Truchot, Dennis, and Beattie rights to 

the Eldorado system and marshaling these rights throughout that system could result in an 

expansion of these rights that could injure other water users. LTJO asserts this expansion 

could be addressed by limiting each right to a place of use equal in acres irrigated to that 

claim's original place of use. For example, the Truchot right (41 0 1 13467-00 and 4 1 0  

113472-00) would be limited to use on no more than 300.00 acres. As discussed above, 

this kind of limit would be virtually impossible to enforce. The simple answer to 

marshaling that increases the burden on the source is quantified volumes. Marshaling 

Order at p. 12. 

26. Based on the record before the Master, all eight Eldorado claims in this 

case are entitled to a place of use that includes land meeting the following criteria: 

a. Land serviced by the Eldorado ditch system. 

b. Land that was irrigated by Eldorado prior to July 1, 1973. 

c. Land that is currently owned by an Eldorado shareholder. 

With these criteria, Eldorado's place of use totals 18,742.00 acres as represented by 

Master's Exhibit A. Eldorado has acknowledged that less than all 18,742.00 acres are 

irrigated during any given irrigation season. The evidence supports a 12,550.00 acres 

annual limit on all Eldorado irrigation claims. All Eldorado irrigation claims should 

receive remarks identifying this annual acres irrigated limit. 

V. Period of UseIPeriod of Diversion 

27. On November 16, 2009, Eldorado, Farmers, and the Miller Colony filed an 

agreement addressing period of uselperiod of diversion for all Eldorado claims. Under 

the terms of the agreement, the end date for Eldorado's irrigation claims is extended from 

September 19 to October 1. The end date for Eldorado's stock claims is reduced from 

November 19 to October 20. In addition, stock diversions between October 1 and 

October 20 are limited to no more than 1,000 miner's inches (25 cfs). 

28. The terms of the November 16, 2009 agreement constitute an overall 

reduction in the period of uselperiod of diversion for Eldorado's water right claims. This 

use is within the historical use of these water right claims. 



VL. Implied Claims 

29. Iinplied claims are conte~nplated by Rule 35, W.R.C.E.R. They serve to 

separate multiple water rights found in a single filing. Arguably, they could be applied to 

the Eldorado claiins to reflect the increase in the number of acres irrigated between 1908 

and 1973. However, the application of quantified voluines is a far more functional way 

to administer these water rights. Iinplied claiins are not appropriate for the claiins in this 

case. 

VPI. Issue Remarks 

30. The record before the Water Court is sufficient to address and resolve all 

issue reinarks that appeared on claiins in this case. All issue remarks should be removed 

froin all claims. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the above Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the following 

changes should be applied to the claiins in this case: 

Claim 4 1 0  113467-00 (Truchot) December 3 1, 1876 Stock 

Flow Rate: - 7.50 cfs 

Volume: - 450.00 aflyr 

Period of UseDiversion: 4-&%+W@ 4/15 to 10120 

Remark: Between October 1 and October 20, the 
combined flow rate for claiins 4-1 0 1 13467-00,4 1 0  1 13468- 
00,410 1 13469-00, and 410  1 13470-00 is limited to no inore 
than 25 cfs. 

Place of Use: See Attached Claim Abstract 

Claim 4 1 0  113468-00 (Dennis) April 1, 1880 Stock 

Flow Rate: - 5.00 cfs 

Volume: - 300.00 aflyr 

Period of UseDiversion: 44T%&G@ 4/15 to 10120 

Remark: Between October 1 and October 20, the 
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combined flow rate for claims 4 1 0  1 13467-00,4 1 0  1 13468- 
00,4 1 0  1 13469-00, and 4 1 0  1 13470-00 is limited to no more 
than 25 cfs. 

Place of Use: See Attached Claim Abstract 

Claim 4 1 8  113469-00 (Beattie) December 3 1, 1882 Stock 

Flow Rate: w 10.00 cfs 

Volume: - 600.00 aflyr 

Period of UseDiversion: 4&S&H-M 4/15 to 10120 

Remark: Between October 1 and October 20, the 
combined flow rate for claims 4 1 0  1 13467-00, 4 1 0  1 13468- 
00,4 1 0  1 13469-00, and 4 1 0  1 13470-00 is limited to no more 
than 25 cfs. 

Place of Use: See Attached Claim Abstract 

Claim 4 1 8  113470-00 (Eldorado) May 17, 1883 Stock 

Flow Rate: - 75.00 cfs 

Volume: - 9,000.00 aflyr 

Period of UseDiversion: 4+k%&bW 411 5 to 10120 

Reinark: Between October 1 and October 20, the 
coinbined flow rate for claims 4 1 0  1 13467-00,410 1 13468- 
00,4 1 0  1 13469-00, and 4 1 0  1 13470-00 is liinited to no inore 
than 25 cfs. 

Place of Use: See Attached Claim Abstract 

Claim 4 1 8  113472-00 (Truchot) December 3 1, 1876 Irrigation 

Volume: - 450.00 aflyr 

Period of UseDiversion: 4$F&&M 4/15 to 1011 

Acres Irrigated: 1 8,742.00 

Annual Acres Limit: r c n 3 ~  12,550.00 

Place of Use: See Attached Claim Abstract 



Claim 4 1 0  113473-00 (Dennis) April 1, 1880 Irrigation 

Volume: - 300.00 aflyr 

Period of UseDiversion: 4&k%AW 4/15 to 1011 

Acres Irrigated: 18,742.00 

Annual Acres Limit: < n q n w  a & w .  12,550.00 

Place of Use: See Attached Claim Abstract 

Claim 4.10 113474-00 (Beattie) December 3 1, 1882 Irrigation 

Volume: - 600.00 aflyr 

Period of UseIDiversion: 44&t&M 4/15 to 1011 

Acres Irrigated: 18,742.00 

Annual Acres Limit: I <  I J, n q n w  l L V .  12,550.00 

Place of Use: See Attached Claim Abstract 

Claim 4 1 0  113475-00 (Eldorado) May 17, 1883 Irrigation 

Volume: - 9,000.00 aflyr 

Period of UseDiversion: 4+%%&44 4/15 to 1011 

Acres Irrigated: 18,742.00 

Annual Acres Limit: r < A~$&,J 12,550.00 

Place of Use: See Attached Claim Abstract 

All other elements of these claims are correct as they appeared in the TPD. 

A Post Decree Abstract of Water Right Claim for each claim addressed in this 

Report, is served with the Report to confirm that the recommended amendments have 

been made in the state's centralized water right record system. 

DATED this 7*- day of ,2013. 
(' 

Senior Water Master 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Carol A. Bertke, Deputy Clerk of Court of the Montana Water Court, hereby 

certify that a true and correct copy of the above NOTICE OF FILING OF MASTER'S 

REPORT AND MASTER'S REPORT was duly served upon the persons listed below 

by depositing the same, postage prepaid, in the United States mail. 

Stephen R. Brown 
Elena J. Zlatnik 
Garlington, Lohn & Robinson, PLLP 
PO Box 7909 
Missoula MT 59807-7909 
(406) 523-2500 
srbrown@garlington.con~ 
ejzlatnik@garlington.com 

Michael J. L. Cusick 
Moore, O'Connell & Refling, P.C. 
PO Box 1288 
Bozeman, MT59771-1288 
(406) 587-55 11 
morlaw@qwestoffice.net 

Holly So Franz 
Attorney-at-Law 
PO Box 11 55 
Helena, MT 59624-1 155 
(406) 442-0005 
l~ollyjo@franzdriscoll.co~n 

John E. Bloomquist 
Rachel A. Kinkie 
Doney, Crowley, Payne, Bloo~nquist P.C. 
P.O. Box 1185 
Helena, MT 59624-1 185 
(406) 443-22 1 1 
j bloomquist@doneylaw.com 
rkinkie@doneylaw.com 

.* 
DATED this 7 day of&$& 20 13. 

Carol A. Bertke 
Deputy Clerk of Court 
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Post Decree Abstract 

POST DECREE 
ABSTRACT OF WATER RIGHT CLAIM 

TETON RIVER 

BASIN 4 1 0  

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

AN ASTERISK (*) HAS BEEN PLACED NEXT TO EACH ITEM CHANGED BY ORDER OF THE 
MONTANA WATER COURT AFTER ISSUANCE OF THE PREVIOUS DECREE. 

Water Right Number: 410 113467-00 STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

Version: 3 -- POST DECREE 
Status: ACTIVE 

Owners: ELDORADO CO-OP CANAL CO 
% RODNEY COLE 
PO BOX 783 
CHOTEAU, MT 59422 

Priority Date: DECEMBER 31, 1876 

Type of Historical Right: DECREED 

Purpose (use): STOCK 

*Flow Rate: 7.50 CFS 

BETWEEN OCTOBER 1 AND OCTOBER 20, THE COMBINED FLOW RATE FOR 
CLAIMS 410 113467-00,410 113468-00,410 113469-00, AND 410 113470-00 IS 
LIMITED TO NO IMORE THAN 25 CFS. 

*Volume: 450.00 AC-FT 

Source Name: TETON RIVER 

Source Type: SURFACE WATER 

*Point of Diversion and Means of Diversion: 

ID - Govt Lot Qtr Sec Set Twp County 
1 NWNWNW 33 25N 6W TETON 

*Period of Diversion: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 20 
Diversion Means: DIVERSION DAM 

Ditch Name: ELDORADO COOP CANAL 

*Period of Use: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 20 

*Place of Use: 
ID Acres Govt Lot - - 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Qtr Sec @ 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

N2 16 
17 

Twp 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 

F& County 

4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETOIV v 

4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETOIV 
4W TETON 
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*Place of Use: 

ID Acres Govt Lot - 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
4 1 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

Qtr Sec 

NENE 

NE 
E2NENW 

SE 
S2SE 

SESW 

S2 
S2N2 

S2 
SENE 

Page 2 of 3 

Post Decree Abstract 

Sec Twp & County - 
18 25N 4W TETON 
19 25N 4W TETON 

1 25N 5W TETON 
2 25N 5W TETOIV 

12 25N 5W TETON 
13 25N 5W TETON 
15 25N 5W TETON 
17 25N 5W TETOIV 
17 25N 5WTETON 
17 25N 5W TETON 
18 25N 5W TETON 
18 25N 5W TETON 
19 25N 5W TETON 
20 25N 5W TETON 
21 25N 5W TETON 
22 25N 5W TETON 
23 25N 5W TETON 
24 25N 5W TETON 
23 25N 6W TETON 
24 25N 6WTETON 
25 25N 6WTETON 
28 26N 4W TETON 
28 26N 4W TETON 
28 . 26N 4W TETON 
29 26N 4W TETON 
29 26N 4W TETON 
.30 26N 4W TETON 
31 26N 4WTETON 
32 26N 4W TETON 
33 26N 4W TETON 
34 26N 4W TETON 
25 26N 5W TETON 
25 26N 5W TETON 
26 26N 5W TETON 
26 26N 5W TETON 
35 26N 5W TETON 
36 26N 5W TETON 

Remarks: 

THE WATER RIGHTS LISTED FOLLOWING THlS STATEMENT ARE MULTIPLE USES OF THE SAME 
RIGHT. THE USE OF THlS RIGHT FOR SEVERAL PURPOSES DOES NOT INCREASE THE EXTENT.OF 
THE WATER RIGHT. RATHER IT DECREES THE RIGHT TO ALTERNATE AND EXCHANGE THE USE 
(PURPOSE) OF THE WATER IN ACCORD WITH HISTORICAL PRACTICES. 

1 13467-00 1 13472-00 

THE PLACE OF USE WAS AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 05/13/2002. 

THE PLACE OF USE WAS AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 10/23/2003. 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 03/17/2004: POINT OF 
DIVERSION, PLACE OF USE. 
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41 0 11 3467-00 Post Decree Abstract 

STARTING IN 2008, PERIOD OF DIVERSION WAS ADDED TO MOST CLAIM ABSTRACTS, INCLUDING 
THlS ONE. 

PARENT FILE FOR THlS RIGHT IS 113466-00. 

WHENEVER THE WATER RIGHTS FOLLOWING THlS STATEMENT ARE COMBINED TO SUPPLY 
WATER FOR THE CLAIMED PURPOSE, EACH IS LIMITED TO THE HISTORICAL FLOW RATE AND 
PLACE OF USE OF THAT INDIVIDUAL RIGHT. THE SUM TOTAL VOLUME OF THESE WATER RIGHTS 
SHALL NOT EXCEED THE AMOUNT PUT TO HISTORICAL AND BENEFICIAL USE. 113467-00,113468- 
00, 1 13469-00, 1 13470-00. 
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41 0 11 3468-00 Post Decree Abstract 

POST DECREE 
ABSTRACT OF WATER RIGHT CLAIM 

TETON RIVER 

BASIN 4 1 0  

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

AN ASTERISK (*) HAS BEEN PLACED NEXT TO EACH ITEM CHANGED BY ORDER OF THE 
MONTANA WATER COURT AFTER ISSUANCE OF THE PREVIOUS DECREE. 

Water Right Number: 410 11 3468-00 STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

Version: 3 - POST DECREE 
Status: ACTIVE 

Owners: ELDORADO CO-OP CANAL CO 
% RODNEY COLE 
PO BOX 783 
CHOTEAU, MT 59422 

Priority Date: APRIL 1, 1880 

Type of Historical Right: DECREED 

Purpose (use): STOCK 

*Flow Rate: 5.00 CFS 
BETWEEN OCTOBER 1 AND OCTOBER 20, THE COMBINED FLOW RATE FOR 
CLAIMS 410 113467-00,410 113468-00,410 113469-00, AND 410 113470-00 IS 
LIMITED TO NO MORE THAN 25 CFS. 

*Volume: 300.00 AC-FT 

Source Name: TETON RIVER 
Source Type: SURFACE WATER 

*Point of Diversion and Means of Diversion: 

ID - Govt Lot Qtr Sec & Twp & Countv 
1 NWNWNW 33 25N 6W TETON 

*Period of Diversion: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 20 
Diversion Means: DIVERSION DAM 
Ditch Name: ELDORADO COOP CANAL 

*Period of Use: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 20 

*Place of Use: 
ID Acres Govt Lot - - 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Qtr Sec Set Twp 
3 25N 
4 25N 
5 25N 
6 251V 
7 25N 
8 25N 
9 25N 

N2 16 251V 
17 25N 

& County 

4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
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41 0 1 13468-00 

*Place of Use: 
ID Acres Govt Lot - 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
3 1 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

Qtr Sec 

NENE 

NE 
E2NENW 

SE 
S2SE 

SESW 

S2 
S2N2 

S2 
SENE 

Sec - 
18 
19 

1 
2 

12 
13 
15 
17 
17 
17 
18 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
23 
24 
25 
28 
28 
28 
29 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
25 
25 
26 
26 
35 
36 

Twp 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
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& County 

4W TETON 
4W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
6W TETON 
6W TETON 
6W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 

Remarks: 

THE WATER RIGHTS LISTED FOLLOWING THIS STATEMENT ARE MULTIPLE USES OF THE SAME 
RIGHT. THE USE OF THIS RIGHT FOR SEVERAL PURPOSES DOES NOT INCREASE THE EXTENT OF 
THE WATER RIGHT. RATHER IT DECREES THE RIGHT TO ALTERNATE AND EXCHANGE THE USE 
(PURPOSE) OF THE WATER IN ACCORD WITH HISTORICAL PRACTICES. 

THE PLACE OF USE WAS AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 05/13/2002. 

THE PLACE OF USE WAS AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 10/23/2003. 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 03/17/2004: POINT OF 
DIVERSION, PLACE OF USE. 
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Post Decree Abstract 

STARTING IN 2008, PERIOD OF DIVERSION WAS ADDED TO MOST CLAIM ABSTRACTS, INCLUDING 
THlS ONE. 

I PARENT FILE FOR THlS RIGHT IS 113466-00. 

WHENEVER THE WATER RIGHTS FOLLOWING THlS STATEMENT ARE COMBINED TO SUPPLY 
WATER FOR THE CLAIMED PURPOSE, EACH IS LIMITED TO THE HISTORICAL FLOW RATE AND 
PLACE OF USE OF THAT INDIVIDUAL RIGHT. THE SUM TOTAL VOLUME OF THESE WATER RIGHTS 
SHALL NOT EXCEED THE AMOUNT PUT TO HISTORICAL AND BENEFICIAL USE. 113467-00, 113468- 
00, 113469-00, 11 3470-00. 
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Post Decree Abstract 

POST DECREE 
ABSTRACT OF WATER RIGHT CLAIM 

TETON RlVER 

BASIN 41 0 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

AN ASTERISK (*) HAS BEEN PLACED NEXT TO EACH ITEM CHANGED BY ORDER OF THE 
MONTANA WATER COURT AFTER ISSUANCE OF THE PREVIOUS DECREE. 

Water Right Number: 410 113469-00 STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

Version: 3 -- POST DECREE 
Status: ACTIVE 

Owners: ELDORADO CO-OP CANAL CO 
% RODNEY COLE 
PO BOX 783 
CHOTEAU, MT 59422 

Priority Date: DECEMBER 31,1882 

Type of Historical Right: DECREED 

Purpose (use): STOCK 

*Flow Rate: 10.00 CFS 

BETWEEN OCTOBER 1 AND OCTOBER 20, THE COMBINED FLOW RATE FOR 
CLAIMS 41 0 1 13467-00,410 11 3468-00,410 1 13469-00, AND 41 0 1 13470-00 IS 
LIMITED TO NO MORE THAN 25 CFS. 

*Volume: 600.00 AC-FT 

Source Name: TETON RIVER 
Source Type: SURFACE WATER 

'Point of Diversion and Means of Diversion: 

ID - Govt Lot Qtr Sec & Twp & County 
1 NWNWIVW 33 251V 6W TETON 

*Period of Diversion: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 20 
Diversion Means: DIVERSION DAM 

-. Ditch Name: ELDORADO COOP CANAL 

*Period of Use: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 20 

*Place of Use: 
ID Acres Govt Lot - 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Qtr Sec Set Twp & County 

3 25N 4W TETON 
4 25N 4W TETON 
5 25N 4W TETON 
6 25N 4W TETON 
7 25N 4W TETON 
8 25N 4W TETON 
9 25N 4W TETON 

N2 16 25N 4W TETON 
17 25N 4W TETON 
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*Place of Use: 

ID Acres ~ o v t  Lot - 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
4 1 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

Qtr Sec 

NENE 

NE 
E2NENW 

SE 
S2SE 

SESW 

S2 
S2N2 

S2 
SENE 
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Sec Twp & County - 
18 25N 4W TETON 
19 25N 4W TETON 

1 25N 5W TETON 
2 25N 5W TETON 

12 25N 5W TETON 
13 25N 5W TETON 
15 25N 5W TETON 
17 25N 5W TETON 
17 25N 5W TETON 
17 25N 5W TETON 
18 25N 5W TETON 
18 25N 5W TETON 
19 25N 5W TETON 
20 25N 5W TETON 
21 25N 5W TETON 
22 25N 5W TETON 
23 25N 5W TETON 
24 25N 5W TETON 
23 25N 6W TETON 
24 25N 6W TETON 
25 25N 6WTETON 
28 26N 4W TETON 
28 26N 4W TETON 
28 261V 4W TETOIV 
29 26N 4W TETON 
29 26N 4W TETON 
30 26N 4W TETON 
31 26N 4W TETON 
32 26N 4W TETON 
33 26N 4W TETON 
34 26N 4W TETON 
25 26N 5W TETON 
25 26N 5W TETON 
26 26N 5W TETON 
26 26N 5W TETON 
35 26N 5W TETON 
36 26N 5W TETON 

Remarks: 

THE WATER RIGHTS LISTED FOLLOWING THlS STATEMENT ARE MULTIPLE USES OF THE SAME 
RIGHT. THE USE OF THlS RIGHT FOR SEVERAL PURPOSES DOES NOT INCREASE THE EXTENT OF 
THE WATER RIGHT. RATHER IT DECREES THE RIGHT TO ALTERNATE AND EXCHANGE THE USE 
(PURPOSE) OF THE WATER IN ACCORD WITH HISTORICAL PRACTICES. 

1 13469-00 1 13474-00 

THE PLACE OF USE WAS AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 0511 312002. 

THE PLACE OF USE WAS AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 10/23/2003. 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 03/17/2004: POINT OF 
DIVERSION, PLACE OF USE. 
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STARTING IN 2008, PERIOD OF DIVERSION WAS ADDED TO MOST CLAIM ABSTRACTS, IlVCLUDllVG 
THlS ONE. 

PARENT FILE FOR THlS RIGHT IS 11 3466-00. 

WHENEVER THE WATER RIGHTS FOLLOWING THlS STATEMENT ARE COMBINED TO SUPPLY 
WATER FOR THE CLAIMED PURPOSE, EACH IS LIMITED TO THE HISTORICAL FLOW RATE AND 
PLACE OF USE OF THAT IlVDlVlDUAL RIGHT. THE SUM TOTAL VOLUME OF THESE WATER RIGHTS 
SHALL NOT EXCEED THE AMOUNT PUT TO HISTORICAL AND BENEFICIAL USE. 113467-00, 113468- 
00, 1 13469-00, 1 13470-00. 
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Post Decree Abstract 

POST DECREE 
ABSTRACT OF WATER RIGHT CLAIM 

TETON RIVER 

BASIN 410 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

AN ASTERISK (*) HAS BEEN PLACED NEXT TO EACH ITEM CHANGED BY ORDER OF THE 
MONTANA WATER COURT AFTER ISSUANCE OF THE PREVIOUS DECREE. 

Water Right Number: 410 113470-00 STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

Version: 3 -- POST DECREE 
Status: ACTIVE 

Owners: ELDORADO CO-OP CANAL CO 
% RODNEY COLE 
PO BOX 783 
CHOTEAU, MT 59422 

Priority Date: MAY 17,1883 

Type of Historical Right: DECREED 

Purpose (use): STOCK 

*Flow Rate: 75.00 CFS 

BETWEEN OCTOBER 1 AND OCTOBER 20, THE COMBINED FLOW RATE FOR 
CLAIMS 410 113467-00,410 113468-00,410 113469-00, AND 410 113470-00 IS 
LIMITED TO NO MORE THAN 25 CFS. 

"Volume: 9,000.00 AC-FT 

Source Name: TETON RIVER 

Source Type: SURFACE WATER 

*Point of Diversion and Means of Diversion: 

ID - Govt Lot Qt r  Sec & Twp 
1 NWNWNW 33 25N 

*Period of Diversion: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 20 
Diversion Means: DIVERSION DAM 

Ditch Name: ELDORADO COOP CANAL 

*Period of Use: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 20 

*Place of Use: 
ID Acres Govt Lot - - 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Qtr  Sec Set Twp 

3 25N 
4 25N 
5 25N 
6 25N 
7 25N 
8 25N 
9 25N 

N2 16 25N 
17 25N 

County 
6W TETON 

&e County 

4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 



*Place of Use: 

I 
ID Acres Govt Lot - 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2 1 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 

Qtr Sec 

NENE 

N E 
E2NENW 

SE 
S2SE 

SESW 

S2 
S2N2 

S2 
SENE 

&c Twp 
18 25N 
19 25N 

1 25N 
2 25N 

12 25N 
13 25N 
15 25N 
17 25N 
17 25N 
17 25N 
18 25N 
18 25N 
19 ' 2 5 ~  
20 25N 
21 25N 
22 25N 
23 25N 
24 25N 
23 25N 
24 25N 
25 25N 
28 26N 
28 26N 
28 26N 
29 26N 
29 26N 
30 26N 
31 26N 
32 26N 
33 26N 
34 26N 
25 26N 
25 26N 
26 26N 
26 26N 
35 26N 
36 26N 

i 
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CounQ 

4W TETON 
4W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
6W TETON 
6W TETON 
6W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 

Remarks: 

THE WATER RIGHTS LISTED FOLLOWING THlS STATEMENT ARE MULTIPLE USES OF THE SAME 
RIGHT. THE USE OF THlS RIGHT FOR SEVERAL PURPOSES DOES NOT INCREASE THE EXTENT OF 
THE WATER RIGHT. RATHER IT DECREES THE RIGHT TO ALTERNATE AND EXCHANGE THE USE 
(PURPOSE) OF THE WATER IN ACCORD WITH HISTORICAL PRACTICES. 

THE PLACE OF USE WAS AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 10/23/2003. 

THE PLACE OF USE WAS AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 05/13/2002. 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 03/17/2004: POINT OF 
DIVERSION, PLACE OF USE. 
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Post Decree Abstract 

STARTING IN 2008, PERIOD OF DIVERSION WAS ADDED TO MOST CLAIM ABSTRACTS, INCLUDING 
THlS ONE. 

PARENT FILE FOR THlS RIGHT IS 113466-00. 

WHENEVER THE WATER RIGHTS FOLLOWING THIS STATEMENT ARE COMBINED TO SLIPPLY 
WATER FOR THE CLAIMED PURPOSE, EACH IS LIMITED TO THE HISTORICAL FLOW RATE AND 
PLACE OF USE OF THAT INDIVIDUAL RIGHT. THE SUlW TOTAL VOLUME OF THESE WATER RIGHTS 
SHALL NOT EXCEED THE AMOUNT PUT TO HISTORICAL AND BENEFICIAL USE. 113467-00, 113468- 
00, 1 13469-00, 1 13470-00. 
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POST DECREE 
ABSTRACT OF WATER RIGHT CLAIM 

TETON RIVER 

BASIN 4 1 0  

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

AN ASTERISK (*) HAS BEEN PLACED NEXT TO EACH ITEM CHANGED BY ORDER OF THE 
MONTANA WATER COURT AFTER ISSUANCE OF THE PREVIOUS DECREE. 

Water  Right Number: 410 11 3472-00 STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

Version: 3 -- POST DECREE 

Status: ACTIVE 

Owners: ELDORADO CO-OP CANAL CO 
% RODNEY COLE 
PO BOX 783 
CHOTEAU, MT 59422 

Priority Date: DECEMBER 31,1876 

Type ofHistorica1 Right: DECREED 

Purpose (use): IRRIGATION 

Irrigation 'Type: SPRINKLERIFLOOD 

Flow Rate: 7.50 CFS 

*Volume: 450.00 AC-FT 

Climatic Area: 4 - MODERATELY LOW 

*Maximum Acres: 18,742.00 

Source Name: TETON RIVER 

Source Type: SURFACE WATER 

*Point of Diversion and  Means of Diversion: 

ID - Govt Lot  Q t r  Sec Set Twp & County 

1 NWNWNW 33 251V 6W TETON 

*Period of Diversion: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 1 
Diversion Means: DIVERSION DAM 

Ditch Name: ELDORADO COOP CANAL 

*Period of Use: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 1 

*Place of Use: 

I D  Acres Govt Lot - - 
1 640.00 
2 640.00 
3 640.00 
4 640.00 
5 640.00 
6 640.00 
7 640.00 
8 320.00 

Q t r  Sec Set 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

N2 16 

Twp 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 

& County 

4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 



*Place of Use: 

ID Acres Govt Lot - 
9 640.00 

10 640.00 
11 160.00 
12 640.00 
13 640.00 
14 40.00 
15 640.00 
16 640.00 
17 145.00 
18 8.00 
19 91.00 
20 80.00 
21 40.00 
22 507.00 
23 472.00 
24 479.00 
25 320.00 
26 640.00 
27 640.00 
28 160.00 
29 640.00 
30 80.00 
31 80.00 
32 120.00 
33 160.00 
34 320.00 
35 160.00 
36 80.00 
37 640.00 
38 640.00 
39 640.00 
40 640.00 
41 320.00 
42 160.00 
43 320.00 
44 40.00 
45 640.00 
46 640.00 

Qtr Sec 

MENE 

NE 
E2NENW 

S E 
S2SE 

SESW 

S2 
S2N2 

S2 
SENE 
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Sec Twp F& County 

17 25N 4W TETON 
18 25N 4W TETON 
19 25N 4W TETON 

1 25N 5W TETON 
2 25N 5W TETON 

12 25N 5W TETON 
13 25N 5W TETON 
15 2511 5W TETON 
17 25N 5W TETON 
17 25N 5W TETON 
17 25N 5W TETON 
18 2511 5W TETOIV 
18 25N 5W TETON 
19 25N 5W TETON 
20 25N 5W TETON 
21 251V 5W TETON 
22 25N 5W TETON 
23 25N 5W TETON 
24 25N 5W TETON 
23 251V 6W TETON 
24 25N 6W TETON 
25 25N 6W TETON 
28 26N 4W TETON 
28 26N 4W TETON 
28 26N 4W TETON 
29 26N 4W TETON 
29 261V 4W TETON 
30 26N 4W TETON 
31 26N 4W TETON 
32 26N 4W TETON 
33 261V 4W TETON 
34 26N 4W TETON 
25 26N 5W TETON 
25 26N 5W TETON 
26 26N 5W TETON 
26 26N 5W TETON 
35 26N 5W TETON 
36 26N 5W TETON 

Total: 18,742.00 

ONLY 12,550.00 ACRES (MORE OR LESS) ARE IRRIGATED DURING ANY GIVEN 
SEASON WITHIN THE 18,742.00 ACRES DESCRIBED UNDER THIS RIGHT. 

Remarks: 

THE WATER RIGHTS FOLLOWING THIS STATENIEIVT ARE SUPPLEIUENTAL WHICH MEANS THE RIGHTS 
HAVE OVERLAPPING PLACES OF USE. THE RIGHTS CAN BE COMBINED TO IRRIGATE ONLY 
OVERLAPPING PARCELS. EACH RIGHT IS LIMITED TO THE FLOW RATE AND PLACE OF USE OF THAT 
INDIVIDUAL RIGHT. THE SUM TOTAL VOLUME OF THESE WATER RIGHTS SHALL NOT EXCEED THE 
AMOUNT PUT TO HISTORICAL AND BENEFICIAL USE. 

1 13472-00 1 13473-00 1 13474-00 1 13475-00 
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THE WATER RIGHTS LISTED FOLLOWING THlS STATEMENT ARE MULTIPLE USES OF THE SAME 
RIGHT. THE USE OF THlS RIGHT FOR SEVERAL PURPOSES DOES NOT INCREASE THE EXTENT OF 
THE WATER RIGHT. RATHER IT DECREES THE RIGHT TO ALTERNATE AND EXCHANGE THE USE 
(PURPOSE) OF THE WATER IIV ACCORD WITH HISTORICAL PRACTICES. 

1 13467-00 1 13472-00 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 10/23/2003: MAXIMUM 
ACRES, PLACE OF USE. 

THE FOLLOWllVG ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 05/13/2002: IWAXlMUlW 
ACRES, PLACE OF USE. 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 03/17/2004: POINT OF 
DIVERSION, MAXIMUM ACRES, PLACE OF USE. 

STARTING IN 2008, PERIOD OF DIVERSION WAS ADDED TO MOST CLAIM ABSTRACTS, INCLUDING 
THlS ONE. 

PARENT FILE FOR THlS RIGHT IS 113471-00. 
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POST DECREE 
ABSTRACT OF WATER RIGHT CLAIM 

TETON RIVER 

BASIN 410 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

AN ASTERISK (*) HAS BEEN PLACED NEXT TO EACH ITEM CHANGED BY ORDER OF THE 
MONTANA WATER COURT AFTER ISSUANCE OF THE PREVIOUS DECREE. 

Water  Right Number: 410  113473-00 STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

Version: 3 -- POST DECREE 

Status: ACTIVE 

Owners: ELDORADO CO-OP CANAL CO 
% RODNEY COLE 
PO BOX 783 
CHOTEAU, MT 59422 

Priority Date: APRIL 1, 1880 

Type of Historical Right: DECREED 

Purpose (use): IRRIGATION 

Irrigation Type: SPRINKLER/FLOOD 

Flow Rate: 5.00 CFS 

"Volume: 300.00 AC-FT 

Climatic Area: 4 - MODERATELY LOW 

*Maximum Acres: 18,742.00 

Source Name: TETOIV RIVER 

Source Type: SURFACE WATER 

*Point of Diversion and  Means of Diversion: 

ID - Govt Lot Q t r  Sec Set Twp @ County 

1 NWNWNW 33 25N 6W TETON 

*Period of Diversion: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 1 
Diversion Means: DIVERSION DAM 

Ditch Name: ELDORADO COOP CANAL 

*Period of Use: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 1 

*Place of Use: 

I D  Acres Govt Lot - 
1 640.00 
2 640.00 
3 640.00 
4 640.00 
5 640.00 
6 640.00 
7 640.00 
8 320.00 

Q t r  Sec Set 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

N2 16 

Twp 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25 N 
25N 

@ County 

4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4 W TETO N 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 



*Place of Use: 

ID Acres Govt Lot - 
9 640.00 

10 640.00 
11 160.00 
12 640.00 
13 640.00 
14 40.00 
15 640.00 
16 640.00 
17 145.00 
18 8.00 
19 91.00 
20 80.00 
21 40.00 
22 507.00 
23 472.00 
24 479.00 
25 320.00 
26 640.00 
27 640.00 
28 160.00 
29 640.00 
30 80.00 
31 80.00 
32 120.00 
33 160.00 
34 320.00 
35 160.00 
36 80.00 
37 640.00 
38 640.00 
39 640.00 
40 640.00 
41 320.00 
42 160.00 
43 320.00 
44 40.00 
45 640.00 
46 640.00 

Qtr Sec & 
17 
18 

NW 19 
1 
2 

NENE 12 
13 
15 

NE 17 
E2NENW 17 

SE 17 
S2SE 18 

SESW 18 
19 
20 
21 

N2 22 
23 
24 

SE 23 
24 

N2NW 25 
S2NW 28 

SE 28 
SW 28 
S2 29 

S2N2 29 
S2SE 30 

3 1 
32 
33 
34 

S2 25 
S2N2 25 

S2 26 
SENE 26 

35 
3 6 

Twp 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25 N 
25N 
26N 
26 N 
26N 
26N 
261V 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26 N 
26N 
261V 
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County 

4W TETOIV 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
5W TETON 
5 W TETO lV 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
6W TETON 
6W TETON 
6W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETO N 
4W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 

Total: 18,742.00 

ONLY 12,550.00 ACRES (MORE OR LESS) ARE IRRIGATED DURING ANY GIVEN 
SEASON WITHIN THE 18,742.00 ACRES DESCRIBED UNDER THIS RIGHT. 

Remarks: 

THE WATER RIGHTS FOLLOWING THIS STATEMEIVT ARE SUPPLEMENTAL WHICH MEANS THE RIGHTS 
HAVE OVERLAPPING PLACES OF USE. THE RIGHTS CAN BE COMBINED TO IRRIGATE ONLY 
OVERLAPPING PARCELS. EACH RIGHT IS LIMITED TO THE FLOW RATE AND PLACE OF USE OF THAT 
IlVDlVlDUAL RIGHT. THE SUM TOTAL VOLUME OF THESE WATER RIGHTS SHALL NOT EXCEED THE 
AMOUNT PUT TO HISTORICAL AND BENEFICIAL USE. 

1 13472-00 1 13473-00 1 13474-00 1 13475-00 
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THE WATER RIGHTS LISTED FOLLOWING THlS STATEMENT ARE MULTIPLE USES OF THE SAME 
RIGHT. THE USE OF THlS RIGHT FOR SEVERAL PLIRPOSES DOES NOT INCREASE THE EXTENT OF 
THE WATER RIGHT. RATHER IT DECREES THE RIGHT TO ALTERNATE AND EXCHANGE THE USE 
(PURPOSE) OF THE WATER IN ACCORD WITH HISTORICAL PRACTICES. 

1 13468-00 1 13473-00 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 05/13/2002: MAXIMUM 
ACRES, PLACE OF USE. 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 10/23/2003: MAXIMUM 
ACRES, PLACE OF USE. 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 03/17/2004: POINT OF 
DIVERSION, MAXIMUM ACRES, PLACE OF USE. 

STARTING IN 2008, PERIOD OF DIVERSION WAS ADDED TO IMOST CLAIM ABSTRACTS, INCLUDING 
THlS ONE. 

PARENT FILE FOR THlS RIGHT IS 113471-00. 
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POST DECREE 
ABSTRACT OF WATER RIGHT CLAIM 

TETON RIVER 

BASIN 4 1 0  

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

AN ASTERISK (*) HAS BEEN PLACED NEXT TO EACH ITEM CHANGED BY ORDER OF THE 
MONTANA WATER COURT AFTER ISSUANCE OF THE PREVIOUS DECREE. 

Water  Right Number: 41 0 11 3474-00 STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

Version: 3 -- POST DECREE 

Status: ACTIVE 

Owners: ELDORADO CO-OP CANAL CO 
% RODNEY COLE 
PO BOX 783 
CHOTEAU, MT 59422 

Priority Date: DECEMBER 31, 1882 

Type of Historical Right: DECREED 

Purpose (use): IRRIGATION 

Irrigation Type: SPRINKLERIFLOOD 

Flow Rate: 10.00 CFS 

*Volume: 600.00 AC-FT 

Climatic Area: 4 - MODERATELY LOW 

*Maximum Acres: 18,742.00 

Source Name: TETON RIVER 

Source Type: SURFACE WATER 

*Point of Diversion and  Means of Diversion: 

ID - Govt Lot  Q t r  Sec Set Twp 
I NWNWNW 33 25N 

*Period of Diversion: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 1 

Diversion Means: DIVERSION DAM 

Ditch Name: ELDORADO COOP CANAL 

"Period of Use: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 1 

*Place of Use: 

ID Acres Govt Lot  - - Qtr Scc Set Twp 

1 640.00 3 25N 
2 640.00 4 25N 
3 640.00 5 25N 
4 640.00 6 25N 
5 640.00 7 25N 
6 640.00 8 25N 
7 640.00 9 25N 
8 320.00 N2 16 25N 

& County 
6W TETON 

& County 

4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 



of Use: 

Acres Govt Lot 

640.00 
640.00 
160.00 
640.00 
640.00 
40.00 

640.00 
640.00 
145.00 

8.00 
91 .OO 
80.00 
40.00 

507.00 
472.00 
479.00 
320.00 
640.00 
640.00 
160.00 
640.00 
80.00 
80.00 

120.00 
160.00 
320.00 
160.00 
80.00 

640.00 
640.00 
640.00 
640.00 
320.00 
160.00 
320.00 
40.00 

640.00 
640.00 

Qtr Sec 

NENE 

NE 
E2NENW 

S E 
S2SE 

SESW 

S2 
S2N2 

S2 
SENE 

Sec - 
17 
18 
19 

1 
2 

Twp 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
251V 
25N 
25N 
25N 
251V 
25N 
25N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
261V 
26N 
26N 
26N 
261V 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
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County 

4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
6W TETON 
6W TETON 
6W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETOIV 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 

Total: 18,742.00 

ONLY 12,550.00 ACRES (MORE OR LESS) ARE IRRIGATED DURING ANY GIVEN 
SEASON WITHIIV THE 18,742.00 ACRES DESCRIBED UNDER THlS RIGHT. 

Remarks: 

THE WATER RIGHTS FOLLOWING THlS STATEMENT ARE SUPPLEMENTAL WHICH MEANS THE RIGHTS 
HAVE OVERLAPPING PLACES OF USE. THE RIGHTS CAN BE COMBINED TO IRRIGATE ONLY 
OVERLAPPING PARCELS. EACH RIGHT IS LIMITED TO THE FLOW RATE AND PLACE OF USE OF THAT 
INDIVIDUAL RIGHT. THE SLIM TOTAL VOLUME OF THESE WATER RIGHTS SHALL NOT EXCEED THE 
AMOUNT PUT TO HISTORICAL AND BENEFICIAL USE. 

1 13472-00 1 13473-00 1 13474-00 11 3475-00 
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THE WATER RIGHTS LISTED FOLLOWllVG THlS STATEMENT ARE MULTIPLE USES OF THE SAME 
RIGHT. THE USE OF THlS RIGHT FOR SEVERAL PURPOSES DOES NOT INCREASE THE EXTENT OF 
THE WATER RIGHT. RATHER IT DECREES THE RIGHT TO ALTERNATE AND EXCHANGE THE USE 
(PURPOSE) OF THE WATER IN ACCORD WITH HISTORICAL PRACTICES. 

1 13469-00 1 1 3474-00 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 10/23/2003: MAXIMUM 
ACRES, PLACE OF USE. 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 05/13/2002: MAXIMUM 
ACRES, PLACE OF USE. 

STARTING IN 2008, PERIOD OF DIVERSION WAS ADDED TO MOST CLAIM ABSTRACTS, INCLUDING 
THlS ONE. 

PARENT FILE FOR THlS RIGHT IS 113471-00. 
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POST DECREE 
ABSTRACT OF WATER RIGHT CLAIM 

TETON RIVER 

BASIN 410  

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

I 

AN ASTERISK (*) HAS BEEN PLACED NEXT TO EACH ITEM CHANCED BY ORDER OF THE 
MONTANA WATER COURT AFTER ISSUANCE OF THE PREVIOUS DECREE. 

Water  Right Number: 4 1 0  113475-00 STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

Version: 3 -- POST DECREE 
Status: ACTIVE 

Owners: ELDORADO CO-OP CANAL CO 
% RODNEY COLE 
PO BOX 783 
CHOTEAU, MT 59422 

Priority Date: MAY 17, 1883 

Type of Historical Right: DECREED 

Purpose (use): IRRIGATION 

Irrigation Type: SPRINKLERIFLOOD 

Flow Rate: 75.00 CFS 

*VoIume: 9,000.00 AC-FT 

Climatic Area: 4 - MODERATELY LOW 

*Maximum Acres: 18,742.00 

Source Name: TETOIV RIVER 

Source Type: SURFACE WATER 

Point of Diversion and  Means of Diversion: 

ID - Govt Lot Qtr  Sec Set Twp rn County 
1 NWNWNW 33 25N 6W TETON 

*Period of Diversion: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 1 
Diversion Means: DIVERSION DAM 

Ditch Name: ELDORADO COOP CANAL 

*Period of Use: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 1 

*Place of Use: 

Acres Govt Lot 

640.00 
640.00 
640.00 
640.00 
640.00 
640.00 
640.00 
320.00 

Qtr  Sec Set 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

N2 16 

Twp 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 

rn County 

4W TETO N 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 



I *Place of Use: 

Acres Govt Lot 

640.00 
640.00 
160.00 
640.00 
640.00 
40.00 

640.00 
640.00 
145.00 

8.00 
91 .OO 
80.00 
40.00 

507.00 
472.00 
479.00 
320.00 
640.00 
640.00 

160.00 
640.00 
80.00 
80.00 

120.00 
160.00 
320.00 
160.00 
80.00 

640.00 
640.00 
640.00 
640.00 
320.00 
160.00 
320.00 
40.00 

640.00 
640.00 

Qtr Sec & 
17 
18 

NW 19 
1 
2 

NENE 12 
13 
15 

NE 17 
E2NENW 17 

SE 17 
S2SE 18 

SESW 18 
19 
20 
2 1 

N2 22 
23 
24 

SE 23 
24 

N2NW 25 
S2NW 28 

SE 28 

SW 28 
S2 29 

S2N2 29 
S2SE 30 

3 1 
32 
3 3 
34 

S2 25 
S2N2 25 

S2 25 
SENE 26 

35 
3 6 

Twp 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
251V 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
25N 
251V 
25N 
25N 
25N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
26N 
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F&g County 

4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
6W TETON 
6W TETON 
6W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W 'TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
4W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W TETON 
5W 'TETON 
5W TETON 

Total: 18,742.00 

ONLY 12,550.00 ACRES (MORE OR LESS) ARE IRRIGATED DURING ANY GIVEN 
SEASON WITHIN THE 18,742.00 ACRES DESCRIBED UNDER THlS RIGHT. 

Remarks: 

THE WATER RIGHTS FOLLOWING THlS STATEMENT ARE SUPPLEMENTAL WHICH MEANS THE RIGHTS 
HAVE OVERLAPPIIVG PLACES OF USE. THE RIGHTS CAN BE COMBINED TO IRRIGATE ONLY 
OVERLAPPING PARCELS. EACH RIGHT IS LIMITED TO THE FLOW RATE AND PLACE OF USE OF THAT 
INDIVIDUAL RIGHT. THE SUM TOTAL VOLUME OF THESE WATER RIGHTS SHALL NOT EXCEED THE 
AMOUNT PUT TO HISTORICAL AND BENEFICIAL USE. 

1 13472-00 1 13473-00 1 13474-00 1 13475-00 
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THE WATER RIGHTS LISTED FOLLOWING THlS STATEMENT ARE MULTIPLE USES OF THE SAME 
RIGHT. THE USE OF THlS RIGHT FOR SEVERAL PURPOSES DOES NOT INCREASE THE EXTENT OF 
THE WATER RIGHT. RATHER IT DECREES THE RIGHT TO ALTERNATE AND EXCHANGE THE USE 
(PURPOSE) OF THE WATER IN ACCORD WITH HISTORICAL PRACTICES. 

1 13470-00 1 1 3475-00 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 10/23/2003: MAXIMUM 
ACRES, PLACE OF USE. 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 05/13/2002: MAXIMUM 
ACRES, PLACE OF USE. 

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE AMENDED BY THE CLAIMANT ON 03/17/2004: POINT OF 
DIVERSION, MAXIMUM ACRES, PLACE OF USE. 

STARTING IN 2008, PERIOD OF DIVERSION WAS ADDED TO MOST CLAIM ABSTRACTS, INCLUDIIVG 
THIS ONE. 

PARENT FILE FOR THIS RIGHT IS 113471-00. 


